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PUBLIC AC COUNTS COMMITTEE 
10:00 a .  m . , Thursday, March 14, 1974 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Wel l ,  gentlemen , we' ll call the meeting to order and . 
MR. C H'ERNIACK: Mr. C ha irman , I'd like to raise something on a matter of order. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. C herniack on a matter of order . 
MR. CHERNIACK: Mr. C hairman , members will r ecall that at the last meet ing we 
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had agreed to deal with the report of the P rovincial Auditor as an introduction to the meeting' s  
deliberation s ,  and I had indicated that I also had sample estimates prepared , sort of in the 
form of the Q uebec and Ontario Estimates , to give us an opportunity to compar e the three 
forms , three types ,  and what I propose to do is to have Mr. McK enz ie from the D epartment of 
Finance lead us through it so that we could understand it. What I had p lanned and sti ll would 
like to suggest ,  is that if we have these forms ,  familiarize our selves with them, make sure 
that we distribute them to the rest of the members of the Legis latur e ,  then wl.en the Committee 
on E stimates deals - Supply Committee - deals with the D epartment of Co-operat ives they' ll 
have the three sets of forms and will be able then to judge w hich type of presentation is  mor e 
helpful for con sideration , in the future,  of estimates. 

Now last week we dealt w ith scope of audit only, and I w anted to suggest that we should 
make sur e that whatever we discuss this morning should not stand in the way of our di stribution 
of these form s  and becoming familiar w ith them , because w e  may be going into the Department 
of Co-operatives in Committee of Supply fairly soon and I thought it would be useful that w e  
have that , so m y  suggestion i s  that we don 't let the morn ing go b y  without distributing the forms 
and having Mr.  McKenzie lead us through them , and then possibly Mr.  Z iprick could comment 
on those forms.  T hat's my suggestion . 

Mr. Chairman� Does that meet \lith the approval of the Committee ? Would you like 
to proceed w ith that now or . . . 

MR. C RAIK: Mr.  Chairman, could w e  have these forms distributed first ? I think it 
would probably b e ,  you know, the best time- saving procedure if w e  could look at them , 
review them , befor e  we had to start asking questions. 

MR. C HERNIACK: That' s my point , but the only thing I have suggested w as that Mr. 
McKenzie , who prepared them , could just indicate to us how they ar e set up , how they differ , 
and what the . . . Now if Committ ee feels they don't want that introduction or description 
by Mr.  McKenz ie we can do w ithout , but frankly, I haven't r eviewed tho se forms and I think 
it would be helpful because they are a little complicated and it would be,  I think, good to have 
Mr . McK enz ie' s professional guide through it. I don't think it should take too long. I s  Mr. 
Craik saying that he'd r ather not have that ? 

MR. CRAIK: Well no, I thought it would probably be a better investment of everybody' s  
t ime i f  w e  could familiarize ourselves with the forms and then w e  could probably ask more 
intelligent questions of Mr. McK enzie. 

MR. C HERNIACK: When ? 
MR. CRAIK: Well at the next opportunity, assuming that we meet again. 
MR. C HERNIACK: WPll ,  but w e  may be dealing with the Department of Co-operat ives 

before that opportunity and I thought that the whole House should have that opportunity to have 
them before them and deal with them any w ay they like. Mr . U skiw has been preparing him
eelf to be able to deal w ith them in any of these matters as well, so I thought it would be more 
useful to have t he experience in the House of having these forms before us.  Now if member s  
are satisfied w ith the existing manner o f  presentat ion o f  estimat e s ,  okay, but m y  impr ession 
is that member s are not or at lea st that the auditor thinks that there is value in going to the 
others .  

MR. CRAIK: I don't think that' s the question , Mr . Chairman , but if it ' s  satisfied, 
then perhaps w e  should take not less than the last half hour of this morning to review these 
forms and then it means that we can continue with the other business . 

MR. C HERNIACK: Wel l ,  Mr.  Cha irman , I really don't care. It ' s  for member s to 
decide whether they w ant to try them out and see if they are of any value or not, so I made the 
suggestion , they are available, Mr. McKenzie i s  here.  He can't come into the House to start 
explaining them but, on the other hand,  if Committee and mainly members of the Opposition 
would rather not , you know , it's up to them to decide. 

MR. CRAIK: No , we're not disagreeing at all , Mr. Chairman , with what the M in ister 
said. All we're ta lking about is the timing and the last suggestion is that if it ' s  better to be 
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(MR. CRAIK cont' d) . . . .  Led through them rather than first review them our selve s, then fine; 
Let' s take not Less than the Last half hour of this morning's meeting to do so, but there is other 
business that's under way. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. C raik is suggesting that the Last half hour of thi s morning be 
devoted to perusing the reports that Mr. McK enzie will Lead us through. Does this meet with 
the approval of the comm ittee? 

MR . CHER NLAC K: That' s fine. 
MR . CRAIK: Not Less than the last half hour , yes.  
MR. CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I have a Letter addressed to the Committee from Mr. 

Craik, which I will read. "I am writing to inform you, as chairman of the Public Accounts 
Committee , that I intend as the first item of business at our meeting on March 14th, to introduce 
a motion instructing the Provincial Auditor to undertake an investigation of the financial state
ments of a number of fishing co-operatives for the purpose of establishing whether their finan
c ial records are complete and intact and whether they have been audited or are capable of being 
audited, and to request the auditor to make his report on this matter directly to the Public 
Accounts C ommittee ." 

MR . CRAIK: Well, Mr. C hairman, I think the best thing to do would be for me to read 
the motion into the record so that it can then be discussed and dec ided on whether it would be 
agreed upon. So , Mr. C hairman , in that order I would move , seconded by Mr. McGill, that 
the Provincial Auditor be instructed to examine records of the Department of Co- operative 
Development and the fishing co- operatives ,  assisted by the Department, to ascertain: 
( 1) whether all financial recor ds, source documents and statements are complete and intact; 
and (2 )  whether such financial statements have been audited or are capable of being audited; 
and to provide a preliminary r eport to thi s committee within two weeks; and further , that the 
Provincial Auditor as an agent of the Legi slature ,  indicate whether the financial affair s of the 
Department and the co-operatives have been organized and conducted on a sound basis; and 
further, to pro vide up-to-date statements on the financial affair s  of all pro vincially assisted 
fishing co-operatives.  

Mr. Chairman, I'll send up copies of this and then if the M inister in charge and Mr. 
Ziprick would Like to have a look at it, it wi ll give you the specifics of the motion. 

T he motion is made , Mr.  Chairman , because of a number of things - first of all the 
question mark regarding the operations of the northern co-operatives as it ' s  been aired in the 
Legislature. Secondly , there's been an undertaking by the Attorney-General's Department, 
or an instruction to the Attorney-General's D epartment to investigate any criminal aspect 
potentially, that might potentially be involved, but what this does is complement that and I 
think puts the auditor in the position of examining on behalf of the committee the affair s of the 
operation of the co-operatives over the Last year and the affairs of the department, and doesn't 
in any way duplicate or take away from any other investigations that might be carried on by 
the Attorney-General ' s  D epartment. It would appear from everything that has been presented 
in the Legislatur e that if there is a problem , the problem is a matter of procedure in admin
istering financial affairs ,  and if that is the case , then the responsibility for investigation and 
report on public moneys Lies pretty clearly in the realm of responsibility of the Provincial 
Auditor . 

Now I would think that another aspect would Lend itself to undertaking thi s responsibility. 
We've had indicated to us by the Minister and by the Auditor , the Auditor' s  department people, 
that we are going to be pre sented with a format for presentation of e stimates for the future ,  
and the example that was mentioned Last day was the Department responsible for Co- operative 
Development. This is secondary , really, to what we are after. What we are really after, at 
thi s point ,  if a full examination of the procedures to determine whether the procedures that 
are being used are adequate or whether in the period of the last two years there have been 
improprieties in the operation of the co- operatives in an area that involves the co-operatives 
themselves, the Department of C o-operative Development, and will certainly involve, to some 
extent I presume, the federally responsible Fre shwater Fish Marketing Board. But out of all 
of these, there is a very definite and clear responsibility for this to be a provincial undertaking 
to determine what our pres ent state of affair s now is. 

Now the question is , the next question is: is this the role of the Provincial Auditor? 
And Mr. C hairman, I don't think we've ever had a more clear case where a deci sion i s  required 
as to whether our Provincial Auditor has the power and the responsibility delegated to him by 
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(MR. CRAIK cont'd) .. . .  legislation where he can go in and make this examination, and I 
think that in reading the Act there's not much question about it, that if this committee, unles s  
he i s  prevented from undertaking this examination b y  the c ommittee, he i s  going to have to do 
it anyway and report back to us perhaps a year from now. So what I suggest, M r. Chairman , 
is that it's not only a responsibility for the Auditor to examine all these things ,  in light of the 
information that has come forth right now in the last two or three weeks I think that it's in the 
public interest to have him move up the schedule and carry out his examination,  and at least 
present back to this committee at this session of the Legislature, a preliminary report if not 
a full report if he can get it done, and the motion here asks that a report, a preliminary report, 
be provided in two weeks. Now I think we want to hear from the Auditor if he has the oppor
tunity to speak on this ,  whether that time imposition is realistic or not, but in view of the 
information that we have , time is important here in determining what the state of affairs is ,  
within the period of the life of  this committee at  least, and hopefully a preliminary report in 
a matter of a c ouple of weeks or so. 

MR. C HAIRM AN: M r. C herniack. 
MR. CHERNIACK: Well, M r. Chairman , there have been many allegations made that 

range from charges of fraud against civil servants up to c harges that cabinet members were 
informed of certain fraudulent acts and didn't do anything about it, and none of these allegations 
need necessarily be true. Some of them may be matters that have nothing to do with the auditor 
or the police ,  and theyare made on the broad scale, broadside attack. T he matter has been 
referred to the Attorney-General to bring in the proper people who are trained to investigate 
for criminal acts, and that is on track. T he auditor has reported on the Department of Co
operative D evelopment and can continue to do so , and can do so on a speeded up basis if he 
so asked, but I don't think he has any authority - and we can ask him - but I don't think he has 
any authority to audit the records of fishing co-ops or any organization that does not come 
under the responsibility of the government as such. T he motion ends by the statement, " to 
provide up-to- date statements on the financial affairs of all provincially- assisted fishing 
c o-operative s , " that goes well beyond, I believe, the scope of the auditor's responsibility. 
Certainly he would be in a position to do the audit on c o-ops and he has indicated to us in the 
past that he feels his responsibility is to do whatever is drawn to his attention to be done, but 
I don't think really that this committee has the authority to order him to do anything. He can 
do things on his own or I believe that the L ieutenant-Governor has the right to ask him to make 
special inve stigations , but I don't think this c ommittee has any authority to get involved in the 
business of the House. T he authority, I believe, of this committee and the responsibility , 
is to review public accounts ,  and that's our task and I think that's what we ought to be doing. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: M r. Z iprick,  did you wish to comment on the . . .  ? Mr. Turnbull. 
MR. T UR NB ULL : T he appropriate thing for the committee to consider would be 

whether or not the motion �hat has been put to the committee is in order before we get involved 
in asking civil servants to comment on what they can or cannot do. T he motion -- well , I'm 
on a point of order -- the motion that we have before us certainly seems to me to be one that 
would enable the P rovincial Auditor to become involved in a range of investigations far beyond 
what the Auditor-General in Ottawa or any other provincial auditor would become involved in. 
For example , it would seem to me that if this motion is in order and if thi s committee can 
order the provincial auditor to do certain things , to make certain investigations, that then he 
would be empowered by that precedent presumably to examine the accounts of any private 
entrepreneur handling government funds ,  including all those who collect tax under the Revenue 
Tax Act, so that if in fact we are to entertain the motion, then we would be , I think , setting 
a precedent whic h would be unsatisfactory. The motion I think is -- well , Mr. C raik mentions 
the word " stupid" .  T hat's precisely the term that I would apply to the motion. I think that 
you should perhaps rule now on the motion or put the question on it. 

MR. SPIVAK: O n  the point of order, Mr. C hairman. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Mr. C hairman , for the record I think it should be indicated that 

Mr. Spivak, as a member of the Legislature , has a right to speak. I'm not sure that he has 
the right to raise procedural matters. T hat maybe should be cleared just for the record, 
for the future. 

MR. SPIVAK: Fine. But, M r. Chairman, . . .  speak on the matter. First of all, 
Mr. Z iprick is not a civil servant and I think we s hould establish that immediately. He is 
an officer of the Legislature, and once we've established that, we may then realize his 
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(MR . SPIVAK cont'd) . . . . .  responsibilities . I think if the opportunity was given for Mr. 
Ziprick to speak, that this would be cleared up, and I think that that is what should happen. I 
think Mr. Ziprick does have the authority, if this committee gives him that authority, to do 
what is requested, and I think, Mr. Chairman, that if he is given that authority he will do it 
and undertake that in a proper manner. What he is being asked to do is not what the Attorney
General has been asked to do - by no means. The various private co-operatives , private busi
nesses are in fact audited by the Department of C o-operative Development. It's a very different 
kind of situation because there is a direct involvement by civil servants in the affairs of these 
fishing co-operatives, and that has nothing to do with the whole question of the range of public 
moneys that have been put into these private co-operatives, which I believe Mr. Ziprick, as an 
auditor, has a right to trace through for the province if requested. So I think that this is within 
his scope and without question he is answerable to the Legislature and to this committee, and 
if we decide that this is in the interest of protecting the people of Manitoba, he would undertake 
that responsibility, and I would really like to hear from him. 

MR . C HERNIACK: Mr. Chairman, on the point of order. 
MR . C HA IRMAN: Mr. C herniack on a point of order. 
MR. C HERNIACK: No, the one raised by Mr. Turnbull . Mr. Turnbull's point of order. 

I see that on page 244 of Fourth Edition of Beauchesne, paragraph 304 (1) it says "a committee 
can only consider those matters which have been committed to it by the House. " As far as I 
know, until I'm shown differently, the House has referred Public Accounts to this C ommittee. 
That is the business before us . Now if the House wishes to proceed in any way, there are two 
ways I'm aware of. One is by a decision of the Legislature; two is at the request of the 
Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council. Now that to me is all there is to it. Now I think that we 
should not impose on the A uditor a request to respond to questions other than the extent of his 
authority, because I don't think that we should put him in the spot of saying, I can or I cannot 
do it. We have to know whether he can be instructed so to do. I have grave doubts about it, I 
don't think it's a good precedent. The fact is that this matter is now under investigation to the 
extent that it is necessary for the purposes of the House. 

Beauchesne refers also to a "Committee not having the power to require an officer 
of a public department" - I don't know whether that applies to an auditor - "to produce any paper 
which according to the rule and practice of the House is not usual for the House itself to order 
to be laid before it . "  So, I think, Mr. Chairman, it is a matter that the House has powers, the 
Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council has powers but this committee does not. I think that Mr. 
Turnbull 's point is valid that it is a question of whether we can pass such a motion, whether we 
have the power to do it and if necessary we may have to ask the Legislative C ounsel for his 
opinion - and maybe that should be done sooner rather than later unless you want to make a 
ruling now and the committee can vote on whether your ruling should be sustained or not. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. C raik, are you on the point of order or . . .  
MR. CRAIK: Well, Mr.  Speaker, yes, I'm on the point of order because this excuse for 

not dealing with this matter has to be quite weak compared to the decisions that have been made 
by other legislative committees. To point it out I would point directly to the Auditor's Report 
which is referred to this committee, that was examined last day, and I would refer you to a 
section of it, the second recommendation with regards to operation of the Legislative Manage
ment Systems . And I want to quote from it where it says: "The Legislature has the respon
sibility not only to pass laws, to approve programs and to authorize the expenditure of funds, 
but also to review administrative performance particularly as it compares to commitments 
made and to determine that the laws and programs are administered in the public interest. " 

Now, Mr.  Chairman, there is no clear example of a case where that recommendation can 
be grasped a hold of by this c ommittee and lived up to demonstrate the Provincial Auditor i n  
fact has the powers, not o f  a civil servant as referred t o  b y  a Minister at this table, M r .  
Speaker; because i f  that i s  the role in which the government views the Provincial Auditor then 
we might as well say that the government regards it as none other than a regular Civil S ervice 
function. The Provincial Au:iitor is responsible to the Legislature. He is not a civil servant 
per se and in the sense used by the Minister, Mr. C hairman. And the Auditor has very clearly 
set out in his report which is sent to this committee for examinatio:J., very clearly set out 
what he thinks is the responsibility of the Legislature and its committees with relationship to 
the P rovincial Auditor's job.  A nd what I'm recommending here is an examination of an activity 
within a government department, that government department was approving statements from 
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(MR . CRAIK cont'd) . . . . .  the C o-ops and therefore it is very closely tied in with the opera
tion of those C o-ops, approval of the statements was be ing done by personnel within the depart
ment. So it's not the sort of arrangement you have with a regular private organization. They 
are in fact, the way that it has been operating, they've been treated as an arm's length opera
tion of the government in the operation of these co-op s .  So if you want to debate the motion I've 
made on the bas is that it's impossible to audit the co-ops . . .  

MR . CHERNIACK: Mr. Chai rman, I'm sorry, on a point of order I want . 
MR . C HAIRMAN : Mr. Cherniack on a point of order. 
MR. C HERNIACK: . . .  I want to do it on this bas i s .  
MR . CRAIK: I'm o n  a point o f  order, M r .  C hairman. 
MR. C HERNIACK: Oh you are, oh you're talking about debating . . .  okay. 
MR. CRA IK :  That's right. The point of order is whether or not what we're talking about 

is within the jurisdiction of this committee, and secondly within the jurisdiction of the Auditor 
to perform. I am saying that very clearly that it's within the jurisdiction of the committee, be
cause what I'm talking about is essentially right in the Auditor's report; and secondly, it's 
within the jurisdiction of the Auditor because it ' s  very clearly an operation that involves very 
ceatrally a function of a governmeat department, namely the Department of C o-operative 
Development, or branch. And secondly that the co-operatives i nvolved are not outs ide the 
gambit of examination because the department has been approving statements. from these co-ops 
as was indicated in the Leg islature . So it's not out of order I don't bel ieve to ask him to exam
ine as far as poss ible, at least, the operation of the fishing co-ops insofar as the statements 
have been aptJroved on a regular basis coming from the co-ops by persoa•1el in the department, 
and personnel in the <lepartment were also arra11ging financial support for the co-ops :1s an 

azent o::J. behalf of the co-ops. 
So, Mr. Chairman, on that point of order I see no substantive reason why this shouldn't 

be accepted. I go further and say that if this is turned down . . .  
MR . CH ERNIACK: Mr. Chairman, on the point of order, Mr. C raik i s  speaking on a 

point of order but he's arguing that the motion should be accepted for debate and that' s  not the 
matter before you. Before you is a decis ion whether or not it is in order and if it's not in 
order he shouldn't be debating it, and I wish to speak to the point of order. 

MR . CRAIK: Mr. Chairman, I'll  reserve my further comments for the regular debate on 
thi s .  

MR . CHAIRMAN : M r .  McG ill . 
MR. EDWARD McGILL: Yes, Mr. C hairman, o� the same point of order. Mr. 

Cherniack's point is that he questions the author ity of this committee to deal with the matter 
raised by the resolution. I suggest that we are dealing with the report of the Provincial Auditor 
and on Exhibit 7,  Page 1 the list of boards, commiss io�s and government agencies whose 
accounts were audited and the financial statements reported on by the Provincial Auditor is 
given and it li sts the Co-operative Loans and Loans Guarantee Board so I think quite clearly, 
Mr. C hairman, the matter in hand is within the purview and is contained in the Provincial 
Auditor's Report. I see no basi s  for the attempt by Mr. Cherniack to rule that this is a matter 
not within the direct dealings of this committee at this time and with this document in front of 
us. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. Spivak, on the point of order. 
MR . SIDNEY SPIV AK: Well, Mr. Chairman, there are two conversations I have to relate 

to the committee which I think are important in understanding the matter before the committee. 
MR . CHERNIACK: On the point of order? 
MR . SPIVAK: Yes ,  on the point of  order. They affect very directly. Mr. Turnbull by 

the way made a remark of who pays the Provincial Auditor. I ask Mr. Turnbull who pays him 
and whether he 's a civil servant or not ? But on the conversations , Mr. Chairman, I want to 
relate a conversation I've had with the Attorney-General yesterday relating to the criminal 
nature of the matter that was referred to him. I'm satisfied that it is a very limited and res
tri cted s ituation that is going to be proposed in the investigation and certainly none of the mat
ters that have been referred to by Mr. C raik in this motion will be dealt in the way that has 
been asked for assistance from the Provincial Auditor. I'm satisfied that and I think if the 
Attorney-General was here he would indicate that that was not his intent. That's No.  1 .  

No.  2,  I did have a n  opportunity t o  have a discussion with Mr. Z iprick and that's why I 
think he should answer for himself if he is allowed that opportunity. Prior to this committee 
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(MR . SPIV AK cont'd) . . . . .  meeting - that is not this committee meeting but the first com
mittee meeting - in which I asked him the scope and the range of his activities to determine in 
my own mind how and in  what way he would operate. He indic ated that if a matter is brought to 
his attention which he beli eves requires investigation that he would undertake that investigation 
and if something was incorrect, procedures were not handled properly, matters were not being 
conducted in a proper manner, he would bring that to the attention of the government and the 
government would take corrective action, and if it did not then it would be his obligation to report 
that matter to the Legislature and it would come out in the Annual R eport that he would complete. 

The situation before us is now in the publ ic domain and what is being asked here in this 
committee is for him to commence exactly what he said he would do if the matter was brought 
to his attenti on, but rather than have him report to the government because the government it
self is involved, to report to the committee. That's what's being asked, Mr. Chai rman, that 
is a reasonable request and certainly should not be denied, nor should the government in any 
way put itself in a position I believe to block the kind of audit that should be undertaken and the 
ability for the P rovincial Auditor to report publicly his findings to this c ommittee. 

. . . . . continued on next page 
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MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. C herniack. 
MR . C HERNIACK: M r. C hairman, Mr. Spivak is now entering into the domain of politics 

when he uses words like "bloc k" and I want to deal with the matter before us. T he question is; 
C an this committee entertain a motion to instruct the auditor to do something. And I say no. 
T he committee can inquire from him , can ask questions about past or present and the committee 
can get information from him ,  but to give him an instruction I say the committee does not have 
the p0wer. Mr. M cGill refer s to Exhibit 7 Page 1- Co-operative loans and Loans Guarantee 
B oard - of course we ha ve the right to ask questions about any of the audits that he does. T hat ' s  
ask questions.  But it  doesn't mean that we can give him orders t o  g o  and do any auditing. 
T hose orders c ome, I believe , either from the Act, from his responsibilities as determined 
in his act or from the Legi slature,  and that' s the only way. T he Act doe s  include the authority 
of the Lieutenant-Governor- in-Council to ask him to inve stigate,  but Mr . Z iprick has gone 
further , Mr.  Spivak has just quoted him and quoted him correctly. Mr.  Z iprick said that when 
a matter is drawn to his attention - and he doesn't care by whom , it could be a stranger , he 
made that clear last time - then he will decide whether or not to investigate and will do it 
without asking anybody else's permission. And Mr. Spivak obviously drew it to hi s attention, 
that ' s  clear now. M r. Z iprick went further and he gave the --(Interjection)-- Pardon? Mr. 
Spivak has clearly as can be drew to everybody's attention within the range of his voice that 
there was something that he suspects is wrong in the Department of C o-operatives and Fi shing 
Co-operatives. 

MR . SPIVAK: A re you talking about today. 
MR. C HERNIACK: So that . . .  to date. 
MR . SPIVAK: T oday or . .  . 
MR. CHER NIACK:  T o  date. And M r. Z iprick no doubt could be told tomorrow that 

somebody alleges something wrong and then it' s up to M r. Z iprick to decide what to do. 
Now M r. Z iprick told us last week, I 'm not quoting him through Mr. Spivak, I'm quoting 

him directly and he' s  here. He told us that when a matter is drawn to his attention he decides 
the extent to which he wil go into it and having made the dec ision to go into it , he makes an 
investigation to the extent he feels is necessary and then in the normal course he draws it to 
the attention of the D epartment of the M inister involved, reserving always the right to go to 
the Legislature . Now I go beyond that the to Act and I will indicate my belief that Mr. Ziprick 
is not prevented from drawing any matter to the attention of the Legi slature direct if he feels 
that it is of suc h a nature that deserves that. Nor do I think he' s  limited to making hi s report 
once a year in printed form for the year previous. I think he has the responsibility and the 
authority to make a report to the Legislature , at any time, if he believes it so necessary. So 
that I would say firstly, the purpo se, the o stensible purpose of Mr. Craik' s motion can well 
be taken care of by asking that the Provincial Auditor - by informing the Provincial Auditor of the 
allegations and having done that I think Mr. Craik' s responsibility ends and Mr. Z iprick then 
starts making a row of decisions , or the real purpose I think he may have accomplished al
ready by rai sing this matter in itself or he may want to go further , but that ' s  his problem. 
But as far as this committee i s  concerned we have a task to do. 

Mr. C hairman, I want to remind you, you were a member of the committee last year 
I think, and maybe two years ago when we never got the work assigned to us done. Now I'm 
not saying that in criticism of anybody especially last year when the session was terminated 
before they completed all its business,  but the fact is we haven't even started rlealing with 
Public Accounts which I believe is t he main purpose that thi s committee has been -- the only 
purpose really assigned to thi s committee. T herefore I believe you should make the ruling 
on whether this motion i s  in order or not. 

MR . McGILL: Mr. Chairman, on the point of order , really, first of all , on another 
point of order , it was agreed that there would be a transcript of the proceedings of the last 
meeting and it was a request that I made that they be available prior to thi s meeting. I think 
it would have eliminated a lot of quoting and requoting of Mr. Zipric k if we had the transcripts 
here. But I would like to quote Mr. Ziprick now , and simply say that Mr. Ziprick's point 
about the number of incidents that he brings to the attention of the Legislature and to this 
committee is based upon his decision as to its seriousness and first proceeding with the 
Ministerial activity and a request to have it c orrected. But he did say, and I hope that 
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(MR. McGILL cont'd) . . . .  Mr. Z iprick will eventually have an opportunity to make his own 
statements in this debate ,  he did say that he would bring to this committee anything that this 
committee instructed him to do , and it seems to me that the difference between what the 
P rovincial Auditor does in Manitoba and what it does elsewhere is entirely based upon the 
directions he gets from the Public Accounts Committee. 

Now this resolution is simply giving M r. Z iprick some direction, and if I understand 
his previous testimony co rrectly this is exactly what he said we could do and then he would 
obey. Now, M r. C hairman , I feel that this is entirely within the purview of this committee 
and should be p roceeded with. 

MR . TURNBULL: M r. C hairman . . . on a point of order. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: M r. T urnbull. 
MR. TUR NB ULL: We are involved of course in a procedural hassel and clearly I think 

B eauchesne sets out the fact that no committee can do those things which the Legislature or 
the Parliament does not refer to that committee to do. Now that is the point on which you 
have to make a ruling. I think the p recedent is clear. In any case it wou�d appear from what 
the Minister of Finance has said that the substance of the issue that Mr. C raik has raised in 
his resolution can be referred to the Provincial Auditor. T hat is not really the point at issue. 
The point at issue is what is the authority, the power of this committee and all standing 
committees of this Legi slature to do . It s term s of reference have been referred to,  they are 
clear, they do not include referral of such matters as has been raised by this resolution to the 
P ro vincial Auditor. We are here for the consideration of the Public Accounts. I suggest 
that we get on with that business. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: M r. Z iprick, if you would like to comment on the p oints of order 
raised we would recognize you at this time. 

MR . TURNBULL: M r. Chairman, I do not understand - however you want to call 
the P rovincial Auditor, civil servant or free enterpriser or what have you, he cannot , he 
cannot --(Interjection)--

MR. C HER NIACK: He' s  not a c ivil servant , he answers to the Legislature. 
MR. TURNBULL: Well he is paid by public funds and as far as I 'm concerned, Sir, 

all people who are paid by public funds are p ublic servants. T hat in my mind , perhaps that 
clears the problem up that Mr. Spivak has with the term. I ' m  as suming that he is a public 
servant too. In any case, I think that you have asked, M r. C hairman, that the P ro vincial 
Auditor comment on a point of order before a Sttinding Committee of the Legislature , now 
in my impression clearly that is not the role of the Provincial Audito r. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: My impression was that the point of order has been completed, 
we were back on the motion again. 

MR. C HER NIACK: Oh no, did you make a ruling ? 
MR. C HAIRMAN: No I haven't made a ruling. 
MR. C HER NIACK: Well would' you make a ruling , p lease. 
M3. CR AIK: Mr. C hairman ,  I want to c omplete then a comment on the point of order 

based on what the Minister ac ross the way has said, point out that in section 6(2) of the 
Provincial Auditor Act, and I'll read it to him: "The Provincial Auditor is not subject to a 
C ivil Service Act except Sections 43 and 44 thereof. " 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr. Spivak. M r. C raik. 
MR. CRAIK: M r. C hairman, I want also to finish off by saying that, in the Auditor' s 

report , I ' ll give you the last line of it too, which says,  "Much more input appears to be 
required from the Public Accounts C ommittee if it is to carry out a more meaningful review". 

M r. C hairman, this refers to the earlier quote as well that I said. What we're faced 
with here is whether or not the P rovincial Auditor is going to be emasculated in performing 
his job as has been portrayed to us what his responsibilities were to the Legislature and not 
directly to the government. It reverses the question that the Minister placed a while ago when 
he said that the Auditor can report and act on such things as he sees fit on behalf of the 
Legislature if he had completed it. Mr. C hairman, the question V'3ry logically is,  but is the 
reverse not true, i3 the reverse not true ? B ecause that effectively as I read it is what the 
auditor has asked for. He has the immunity from the C ivil Service given in the Act and this 
very clearly is a c lassic case . . .  

MR . CHERNI ACK: But does this committe have the authority to order . . .  to produce 
them? 
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MR. CRAIK: thi s  is a classic case as to whether the auditor has the powers that 

all'e claimed on his behalf by even the government up to this dat e. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: M r .  Spivak. 
MR, SPN AK: Mr.  Chairman, I think the question is a very simple one. Is Mr. Ziprick 

if he' s going to investigate ,  report to the Minist er or is he going to report to the Legislature ? 
And my suggestion i s  that in this particular matter , because there have been in fact statements ,  
and I make . . .  

MR. CHERNIACK: Mr. C hairman, i s  Mr.  Spivak speaking to the point cf order as to 
whether this motion is i n  order or not ? 

MR. SPIVAK: Yes, I am. B ecause , Mr . C hairman, there i s  no question .. if Mr. 
Ziprick is to be considered an Auditor General - and the government ' s  position from the very 
beginning is that he i s  an Auditor-General- then there ' s  no question he should be given the 
opportunity to r eport to thi s committee. 

MR. CHERNIACK: Mr . C hairman, on this point of order . . .  
MR, CHAIRMAN: Mr.  C herniack. 
MR. CH ERNIACK: It is not a question whether Mr.  Ziprick report s to the Legislature ,  

t o  the Minister o r  wherever , it ' s  a que stion whether you as C hairman can accept the motion 
that this committee order Mr.  iliprick to do something. That' s the whole question. And un
less I have not been here at all today, I ' ve not heard one indication of the authority of this 
committee to make a decision instructing Mr. Ziprick to do something. It is clear that any 
member , and I think any stranger , can ask Mr.  Ziprick to do something but I don't think that 
thi s  committee as such has the power. And, Mr. C hairman , this is much more important 
than this issue, it ' s  import ant - it ' s  the procedure of the entire legislative process and it s 
committees and you'r e  going to have rule whether the committee has the power , the authority, 
to instruct as i s  set out in thi s motion. T hat ' s  your deci sion; and your decision has to be 
based not on a motion or anything else, it has to be based on some pretty hard facts- what 
are the powers of thi s  committee ? 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr.  Spivak and then Mr. McGill. 
MR. SPIVAK: Mr. Chairman, on previous occasion M r .  Ziprick has said that he is 

in the hands of the committee and he will receive instructions from this committee. There
fore,  Mr. C hairman , there is no question , it was intended by the change and by the references 
constantly to the c omparison between M r .  Ziprick' s position and that of the Auditor-General , 
that he would have the power to undertake what' s being asked . . . 

MR. CH ERNIACK: Sure he has the power. 
MR. SPIVAK: . . . and t hat power c ould be asked by this committee. And Mr. 

Chairman, that without question is the i ssue, and I think if Mr. Ziprick was given the 
opportunity to speak he would say that he woulu accept instructions from this committee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. McGill. 
MR. McGILL: Y e s ,  M r .  C hairman, I want to be very clear that I understand the 

Minister of Finance.  T hat he is te!Ung us that thi s committee,  the Public Lccounts C ommittee , 
does not have the aut hority to ask the Provincial Auditor to investigate and get tl1em information 
about Public Account s. Is that what you're saying ? 

MR. CHERNIACK: I made it clear that thi s committee does not have the authority to 
instruct the Provincial Auditor to do anything . We have the right to ask him for information 
that he has available as to what has been done. As individual s ,  we can ask him to make 
investigations for the futur e. I say thi s c ommittee does not have the authority to instruct . 
Ther e ' s  a big difference between instruct and request; and r equest is the right of any of us, 
inc luding the man of the street; and to instruct i s ,  I believe, beyond the legislative authority 
or the procedur al authority of this committee. And I ' m  making that point on the basis that 
there are ,  many c ommittees and there are many year s in which we are going to operate and 
we should know the proc edur e s. 

Now, Mr. Ziprick may , if he wishes to carry on whatever invostigation i s  within his 
power , and it ' s  ex ten si ve; but we cannot instruct him where to report and how to carry on the 
investigation. We can't instruct him that he shall. Now it ' s  up to the C hairman to make a 
ruling on these . . . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. McGill. 
MR. McGILL: M r. Chairman, Mr. C herniack is saying that if we take out the word 

instruct and the motion reads "request" the auditor to give . . .  
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MR. CHERNIACK: Oh well , then I don't think that' s within our power either . 
MR. McGILL: Well ,  you just said that it was. 
MR. C HER NIACK: I said it' s the right of any member of the Legislatur e ,  or of the 

man on the street. I thi nk I used that expression. 
MR. McGILL: Mr. Chairman, Mr . C herniack is  contradicting himself on this argu-

ment. 
MR. CHERNIACK: I thought I made it clear. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I think we've aired the matter . It would appear that the 

motion is po ssibly in the public interest, but it would al�oo seem the question i s  whether it's 
within the authority of the c ommittee to act on it. Now I'm not that familiar with B eauschesne 
or the rules and procedur e s  and I would have to obtain some assistance in deciding whether 
to allow the resolution or not. Now, just how I go about that, whether we . . . 

MR. C HERNIACK: Mr. C hairman, may I . . .  
MR. C HAIRMAN: I was j ust going to say I'm looking for some guidance. Do I adjourn 

the meeting for 10 minutes- 15 minutes ?  
MR. CHERNIAC K: I think that you have several choices. I think that you can consult 

with the Clerk, you can consult with the L egi slative C ounsel ,  you can set this. matter aside to 
make that investigati on yourself and make a ruling when you are ready to. I don't think you 
can adjourn the meeting .  

MR. C HAIRMAN: Well ,  no, I was going to say I would put i t  at the wi shes o f  the 
committee to put the matter aside until we can obtain a ruling whether to allow the motion or 
not , whether that be done at the next meeting , or I would say to Mr. Craik- would this be 
satisfactory to you or . . . ? 

MR. C RAIK: Well the only technicality i s  the question of whether the C ommittee 
allow the motion or not. It' s whether the committee has the power or not to do the instruction. 
A motion could be- the way it reads could be put that the House be instructed , or the Minister 
be instructed by this committee to request and instruct. 

MR. C HERNIACK: Come on , you know that you can't do that. You can't instruct the 
House to do something. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr. Spivak -- Mr. Craik ? 
MR. CRAIK: No , let me finish. Thi s is the regular proceeding. If the power does not 

lie with the committee, that it can ask the Legislature to take certain action and if the House 
turns it back , that's fine. Or , on the other hand , Mr . C hairman, to show what an obvious 
sort of a cop-out thi s i s ,  the Act also impower s not only the House but the Minister in charge. 
Now all we have to do at this committee i s  have the agreement of the Mini ster that the Auditor 
will be instructed to do this and the issue is looked after. I mean this i s  how obviously 
ridiculous a po sition we ar e in. The technicalities ar e strictly that , they are technicaliti e s ,  
because a n  undertaking b y  the Minister to have this done , as i t  says i n  the A c t ,  means that 
it has to be done , and that in effect i s  all this committee i s  doing. And if you want it worded 
that way, "that the L egi slature be instructed or requested, or that the Mini ster be requested , "  
we can do that quite easily. B ut I think that apart from that , Mr. Ziprick should b e  at least 
given an opportunity to say whether he wants to get into this  question at that point, bec ause 
I think hi s position i s  somewhat at stake here.  If he wants to comment, fine; if he doesn't want 
to c omment, if he thinks it's in  his best inter ests not to, let him say so as well. B ut I think 
he shouL:l at least be given the opportunity to say whether he wants to or not. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr. Spivak and then Mr. Cherniack. 
MR. SPIVAK: I would like to hear from Mr. Ziprick because I think that Mr. Ziprick 

will indicate that he doe s have the authority if thi s committee gives it. If I'm wrong , I would 
like to hear that. I think his position b ecome s very important in this. And I think, Mr. 
Chairman , he woutd then be in a - that advice would be in a position to guide you. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. Cterniack. 
MR. C HERNIACK: Mr . C hairman , Mr. Craik made the point if Mr. Ziprick wants to 

do it, then we should be influenced. I made the point if Mr. Ziprick wants to do it, it' s within 
his power to do; ther e ' s  nothing I'm aware of in the world, to prevent him from doing it. So 
I don't think he should be asked whether he wants to or not, he' ll do as he decides to do. Mr. 
Spivak said - does Mr. Ziprick want us to give him authority or request him to do it. I say, 
Mr. Ziprick' s wishes have nothing to do with our authority. We may or may not have the 
power and Mr. Ziprick' s desire to give us the power does not give it to us at all . 
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(MR. CH ERNIACK cc.mt'd) 
Therefore, if Mr. C hairman, in your wi sdom,  you want to consult Mr. Ziprick as to 

the power s of this committee- you can consult with anybody you like about the authority of this 
committee, but I don't think it's a question of whether Mr. Ziprick would like this committee 
to have certain power s or not. Now it is  becoming more and mor e c lear that we are involved 
in m aneuvering by Mr. Craik and I can help them by saying thi s. The Hom;e has the right to 
instruct Mr. Ziprick to do anything it pleases,  and he i s  a member of the House and he has 
a right to bring it up in the House,  and so does the Minister. And he has a right , Mr. Craik 
has a right to ask me to consider it , and I will consider it . Or he has a right to ask - not the 
committee, but Mr. Craik or anybody, has the right to suggest to the Minister , or to the 
Lieutenant-Governor, in-Council, to consider this. 

And I will say to him that the matter has been raised sufficient ly where I will certainly 
discuss it with Cabinet or such people that I think will give me good advice to consider whether 
or not we should do that . B ut  it is not for this committee. I keep coming back to the power 
and authority cf this committee and I don't think that we should arbitrarily as a c ommittee 
extend the powers beyond that which are clearly before it . Now there can be all sorts of 
allegations of motive or otherwise but the fact i s  we have a committee system and 3ither we 
operat e  according to its procedures or not or we change the procedures , and thi s is not for 
this committee to change it s procedures,  it's for the House. I don't know how much longer1 
Mr. C hairman, you need to have a discussion on the motion. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: I was going to say, gentlemen, i s  it the wi sh of this committee that 
we let thi s  matter stand until we can bring in a ruling whether it's within the power of the 
committee to allow the r esolution or not and carry on with the Public Account s or do you wish 
to have the ruling on it now ? 

MR. C HERNIACK: Mr. C hairman , I think it's for you to make a deci sion. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr. Craik. 
MR. CRAIK: If it's going to be impos sible for us to- I would have been prepared to 

change it to read "that the Minister of Finance be r equested to instruct" if that help s him out 
MR. C HERNIACK: I don't need help from Mr. Craik. 
MR. CRAIK: If he wants to do that , which is clearly in the Act ,  that' s all that' s 

required, but if we are going to 15:1t bogged down on that too , I would simply say put the ques
tion as it is .  L et' s g et it over with then, because . 

MR. CHERNIACK: . . .  check the ruling. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr. Walding. 
MR. WALDING: Mr. Chairman, we've been sitting here for about an hour arguing 

on this.  If it's not your wi sh to you know, to accept or to make a ruling on this particular 
resolution, let' s put it aside and get on with the rest of the business. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: It' s been suggested by Mr. Walding that we put this aside and carry 
on with the other business until I make a ruling on whether it' s allowable or not. I could make 
a ruling but I want to try and make the right one , and I don't feel that I am familiar enough 
with parliamentary procedures to make it right at thi s moment. 

MR. JOHANNSON: Mr . C hairman , on a point of order . A s  the Chairman you have the 
right within your own powers to either make a ruling or postpone the ruling. That' s up to 
you. You don't need the consent of the committee. 

MR. CRAIK: . . .  on your behdf that we take a five minute coffee break and you 
read Section 15 of Provincial Auditor' s Act . It' s six lines l ong and it will give it to you. 

MR. C HERNIACK: Mr. C hairman ,  do you want to r ead Section 15 , here it is . Mr. 
Chairman , either you make the deci sion or you lay it over , that' s up to you. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: In order to expedite the affairs of the Public Account s C ommittee, 
it would seem that we should move ahead, and if you are ready for the question, I would allow 
the motion to come to a vote at this time . 

MR . CHERNIACK: Then you are ruling the motion in order ? Well , with respect , Mr . 
Chairman, I challenge your ruling . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The ruling of the Chair has been challenged . Question . All those 
in favour that· the motion is in order . I 'm putting the question now that the motion is in order 
and will be allowed to come to vote . Shall the decision of the Chair be sustained ? All those 
in favour ? - 3. Opposed - 6. The motion is lost . No the ruling of the Chair is . 
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MR . SPIVAK: . . 0 , Mr 0 Chairman , this matter , which be left now and I would just 
like to make one comment - and this is really for the benefit of the Minister of Finance and for 
the Provincial Auditor . I would like to indicate that the Progressive C onservative Party will 
be forwarding all the Llocument s in our possession, plus the Hansards to the Auditor-General 
of C anada, asking him for a complete report with respect to Federal money . 

MR. CHERNIACK: Good . We g o  on w ith our work . 

0 o • • 0 continued on next page 
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MR . C HAIRMAN : Gentlemen, is it your w ish to proceed item by item or page by page 
on these ? 

A MEMBER : Page by page, Mr. C hairman. 
MR . CHAIRMAN: Page by page.  I presume we start at page 70, is that . . .  
MR . McGILL: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order. 
MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. McGill .  
MR . McGILL: . . .  I ask when the transcripts of the previous meeting will be available 

to the members ? 
MR . CHAIRMAN: There was a rough transcript brought down. Whether the finished 

ones are . . .  
A MEMBER: It's at the Queen's Printer now. 
MR . McGILL: I would assume they'll be available before the next meeting. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Mr. C hairman, for the record, I want it known that you sent me a 

copy, I think on Tuesday, of the rough transcript. 
MR . C HAIRMAN: But the Speaker informed me that the original would be prepared. 
MR . McGILL: Mr. Chairman, it makes it rather difficult to face another series of 

questions, partly on the responses of the Provincial Auditor at previ ous meetings. I would 
l ike to have that informatioa so that I could continue and I find it difficult to do so without having 
an opportunity to review the responses. 

MR . CHERNIACK: May I make a suggestion, Mr. Chairman - make it Mr. McGill in the 
Chairman's absence. How would it be then if we proceed with either the sample pages that are 
supposed to be left for the last half of the morning or with pub l ic accounts and leave this 
auditor's report until the transcript is available to Mr. McGi ll ? 

MR. McGILL:  Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would prefer the procedure of taking the sample 
program . . .  at this t ime rather than the other, so that we would still have the opportunity . 

MR . C HERNIA CK: Sure. Did you hear what hap;:>ened, Mr. Chai rman ? 
MR . CHAIRMAN: No.  
MR .  CH ERNIACK: Mr. McGill  and I were the only oaes who spoke whil e  you were 

occupied and I think we a.5reed that we would set this auditor's report aside until the transcript 
has been studied by members of the committee, a:J.d that we proceed now with the distributio:I 
of these sample forms that were left for the last half hour of the morning. The only alternative 
to that is to go into public aecounts and then the last half hour devote to the sample forms, 
but . . .  

MR . C HAIRMAN: I 'm having some other problems now in  as much as the ruling of the 
Chair has not been upheld which would render non-confidence in the Chairma:J.. 

MR . C HERNIACK: Oh, not at all, we've never fired a Speaker yet. 
MR . CHAIRMAN: . . .  and I would assume in that case that I would have no alternative 

but to step down as Chai rman. 
MR. C HERNIACK: Now, I know why Mr. McGill a:J.d I couldn 't get your attention. Mr.  

Spi vak was basy behind me. 
MR . C HAIRMAN : I had that before, but, well . . .  
MR . C HERNIACK: Well, Mr. C hairman, I'd l ike to indicate that the government indi

cated the very first session we were in that we believed that the opposition should have the 
opportw1ity to share meetings of Public Accounts a-:�d 'Ne have consistently supported the oppo
sition's chairmanship .  Now, we will continue to do so, and I want to tell you that I don't think 
that our confidence in you has been shaken one bit as a result of this morning's discussions or 
yoar decision. However, I suppose it's up to any member to decide whether he wishes to 
resign o::- not, but I assure you our confidence has not been shaken at all . 

MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. C raik, did you . . .  ? 
MR . C RA IK :  Yes, you've raised the matter, Mr. Chairman, that certainly if you are 

looking for any guidance at all, that certainly before the next meeting consideration of what 
you suggested would have to be given, I think, in view of the tradition, and whether or not you 
wa:J.t to exercise it now or later, it certainly would have to be given consideration before the 
next session. 

MR . CHERNIACK: Mr. C hairman, in 1959, the Speaker's ruling was overruled twice 
and there was no resignation, so I don't think tradition is one that Mr. C raik can rely on. If 
yo•.1 want out , then you are going out, but if you think there's a tradition I want to assure you, 
firstly, we are not s laves of tra::lition, and secondly, you are not restricted. You are not bound. 
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MR . CRAIK: Well, all I'm saying is that it's a personal decision, and I wouldn't neces
sarily go by any precedent set in 1959. 

MR. C HERNIACK: I agree with Mr.  C raik. It's a personal decision. I just assure you 
of our support . 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Well, in that case, I'm p repared to carry on and try and get the busi
ness of the Public Accou:J.ts aired as thorou.shly as we can. I might add my decision, as I men
tioned, was based 0:1 that the motioa appeared to be in the pu!:Jlic interest, a'ld whether it be 
completely within the authority of our parli amentary rules to make it or to let it sta'ld, was 
seco:1dary. Now, we don't have tra:tscripts for the Auditor's Report. Do we stand the Auditor's 
Report aside until we get the transcript? (Agreed) 

MR. C HERNIACK: Now, Mr. Chairman, you have two choices : either we go with Public 
Accounts for the last half hour or we go to these forms. I think it's one or the other. 

MR. McGILL: Go to the forms. 
MR . CHERNIAC K: Mr. McG ill has suggested the forms. Is the Committee agreed ? 

Could we have them distributed then ? I wonder if I made c lear the purpose of this exercise, 
Mr. Chairman. Is there any doubt about what we have in mind? 

MR . HENDERSON: Yes, there is. 
MR. C HERNIACK: Do you want me to repeat it, George? 
MR . HENDERSON: Yes, I would. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Well, Mr. Chai rman, the Auditor's Report suggests different manners 

of p resentatio:J. of estimates for different kinds of review, and what we have do:1e is to look at 
other jurisdictions to see whether there are any other ways of making p resentations of estimates 
that would be more helpful, and what we .have therefore done is taken our Department of 
C o-operatives-- and amus ingly enough to me, the decision to ;>lck out co-op eratives was made 
at a t ime when I had never heard of fishing co-ops and was done 0:1 the assumption that this was 
a p rogramatic department which was also not too extensive and not too difficult to co:1vert, and 
therefore esti mates were p repared as if they were following the Ontario format and also the 
Quebec format. My thought was that when we come to that department in C ommittee in the 
House on Snpp l.y, we could then have three different forms of p resentation of the same estimates 
and members of the House could then j udge which seem to be more help ful in dealing with the 
estimates themselves, and that is the intent. Mr. McKenzie was responsible for p roducing 
those and I thought he could indicate to us how they are done, because they are different and 
there's a little bit of a complicatio::� which, once understood, I think, can be dealt with; and I 
thought we could do that just to have the experience and then send it all into the House a:1d we 
will distribute copies for all members. May I--Okay thanks. 

A MEMBER : I wasn't here.  
MR . CHERNIACK: Oh yes you weren't, that's right. So we can ask Mr. McKenzie to 

describe them to us . I think we also have estimates books, don't we, if you don't have . . .  
Yes, maybe Mr.  McKenzie  wollld stand at the podium there where there's a mike. Wherever 
it's more convenient for him. We want him to be heard well. I think that 's better, Chuck. 
Chuck, I think the podium is better. We can all hear an.d see you better. 

Mr . Chairman, I 've  just been listening to Mr . Anderson , as I often do . He was--well, we 
were thinking that it might be of interest to the C ommittee if  he gives us a little backgrou,ld on 
the estimates forms and how far we got in  discussing changes. Maybe that would be a better 
introduction before Mr. McKenzie deals with the specifics. 

MR. ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, some years ago, the then government led by Premier 
Roblin got interested in program budgeting and we had a group of consultants come in, o'le of 
whose terms of reference was that they should develop a system of p rogram budgeting, and 
this process was carried on over a period of a year and a half, and most departments have 
grasped now some of the s ignificances at least, of putting their programs into ;nonetary forms 
that we think could be, with some further development, p repared in final esti mates form for 
the Hous e .  It c reates quite a different set of estimates than people have been used to looking 
at, and some governmeats have had difficulty in introducing them because the House or the 
Parliameats have said, "What is it you're g iving us ? We don't understand this. This isn't 
the way we've been used to looking at health or welfare or whatever. "  And about four years 
ago some of us in a C ommittee we have in C anada called the C ontinuing C ommittee m1 Fiscal 
and Eco:1 omic Matters, which is a committee c omposed primarily of the Deputy Ministers of 
Finance for Ca:1 ada including Canada itself, we set off on an expedition to see if  we could come 
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(MR . A NDERSON cont'd) . ' up with a standard program budgeting format to be used in  
all provinces so that all of  us  could recognize what the other fellow was doing when he talked 
about the costs that he had, or they had, in certain kinds of programs. 

Like so many things in a field as big as Canada with 11 different ideas about how you do 
things governmentally, that has never come acros s .  One by one the provinces are adopting thei r  
own vers ions o f  program budgeting, which are going t o  leave us regretably with some of the 
same problems we have now, trying to relate to what they do in Saskatchewan, and what they 
do in Ontario,  with what they do in Quebec and what they do in Manitoba. But in view of the 
interest that we had and that our departmeats have, the ministry has, as well as the Auditor, 
Provincial A uditor, we did prepare--and Mr. McKenzie has done his best to try and take a 
fairly s imple department to analyze it in terms that Quebec would use, and the terms that 
Ontario would use, and we thought that looking at the two p rovinces in the form, the correct 
form, the Ontario form, arrd the present estimate form, would give you all a fairly early look, 
a preliminary look at least, as to how valuable this might be in your work in the House.  

MR. C HAffiMAN : Mr. McKenz ie. 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I think that poss ibly a 

place to start would be to look at the estimates of the Federal Government, the ones for the 
year ending March 31st, 1975 .  Just in the preface to those, they have an introduction, and 
there is an indication inherent that the Government of C anada has followed a procedure of pro
pos ing to the Standing C ommittee on Public Ac counts . . .  changes in the form of the esti mates. 
I would just l ike to quote two paragraphs here, j ust as an introduction. 

"In order to assist  Members of Parliament in their deliberations and to as sist others 
seeking an understanding of the purpose for which the Government proposes that funds be appro
pri ated, the form of presentation followed in these estimates was changed radically beginning 
with the esti mates for 1 970-71 from the form traditionally followed up to that time. This new 
approach represents a synthesis of the recommendatioas of many observers, particularly the 
Members of P arliament who served on the Standing C ommittee on Public A ccounts during the 
first sess ion of the 28th parliament, with whom the new form of these esti mates was discussed 
in all s ignificant particulars. S everal of the recommendations of the Royal C ommission on 
Government Organizatioa -:- that 's the Glassco C ommission - have also had a noticeable influ
ence on many aspects of the style of presentation. 

"The decis io::J. of the Government of C anada to adopt the system of budgeting by programs, 
the planning, programming, budgeting system, w ith its emphasi s  on defining program obj ec
tives and showing the full costs for each program, was also a determining factor. "  

Just w ith that as a brief introduction, I would like to also quote to you from the Ontario 
Government Manual on PPBS, wherein they list the objectives of a PPB system: "The basic 
obj ectives of a PPB system can be identified as follows : First,  to define departmental obj ec
tives clearly and to relate them to defined provinc ial needs and goals . Second, to stimulate the 
in-depth analys is of all existing and prop:>sed new programs in terms of thei r costs and bene
fits . Third, to link the planning and budgeting process through the annual review of multi-year 
plans . Fourth, to measure actual and planned performance. And fifth, to provide a systema
tic way of integrating all of these elemeats in order to arrive at a more effective system for 
the allocation and management of resources . " 

Now, they of course go on through this manual to elaborate on their system, and if we 
were to go fully into program budgeting, we would have to do the same here on an internal 
bas i s  to produce a manual and have that formalized. 

At the present time we--it 's  really a combination betweea the Budget Branch af the 
Department of F inance and the program audit sectio::J. of the Management C ommittee of Cabinet-
each year put out a set of estimates instructions and this year they were called "The prepara
tion of pre-estimates and estimates for 1974-75," and for s everal years now we have been doing 
this on an internal basis  with the departments, on two bases:  One is in the normal system of 
appropri atioas , the set of appropriations as has been used for many years, but about three or 
four years ago we started utilizing informatio::J. from other jurisdictions and inserted various 
forms in here dealing with programs . We defined programs and the various breakdowns so that 
the departments actually have been submitting to us information both ways , and for the last 
several years when the final decisions have been made by C abinet, they have been made in the 
form of program analys is basically prepared by the Management C ommittee of C abinet. 

Now the procedure has been that once the final decisions have been taken in  C abinet on 
programs, we advised the departments of the approved program dollar amounts and staff 
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(MR . McKEN ZIE cont'd) . . . . .  man-year allocations, and they then related these as to the 
appropriation format and that is the form in which these estimates, as you have them in the 
House, have traditionally been presented and discussed and voted in the House. 

Now, as an example for discussion purposes of this C ommittee, we have taken a small 
department - C o-Operative Development - and attempted as closely as poss ible to restructure 
those estimates into the format currently used by the Province of Ontario and by the Province 
of Quebec. We have distributed copies of these to you and you will notice on our own estimates 
that it comprises a very small section of one page, about a third of a page on here, and you 
can compare that to the volume of the others, so that if you do estimates on a program bas is 
the first thing that you want to contend with i s  a greatly increased problem of preparation and 
you have a greatly increased volume. Just for example, this book here is the 1973-74 estimate 
book for the Province of Quebec, so that you can get some idea of the size, and this is the 
1973-74 estimates of the Province of Ontario. They are broken down into four separate publi
cations by poli cy field, and I'll just deal with that in  a moment or so.  But I think w ith that as 

an introduction . . . 
MR . ANDERSON : Canada . . .  is the other one . . .  
MR . McKENZIE: Yes, this i s  the Government of C anada Estimates for the fiscal year 

ending March 31, 1975, and bearing in mind in terms of volume, you have to bear in mind also 
that both the Quebec and the Government of C anada publications are both combined English
French vers ions. 

MR . MALINOWSKI: How many pages ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Pardon? This one ?  They are not numbered consecutively. They are 

in s ections and then numbered within each section, so I'm not sure. 
MR . C H ERNIACK: Two inches worth, divided by one. 
MR. TURNBULL: Does that include supplementary ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: No, these are the main estimates ; I believe they have a separate 

p'.lblication for supplementaries. I think perhaps it might be--Oh, there is one further thing 
that I wanted to say in terms of volume. It depends how far you want to go in program budgeting 
in terms of producing information. We also have worked somewhat with other jurisdictions, 
mainly the State of Wisconsin, where we went down to visit them about two years ago to get the 
benefit of thei r experience, and I just mention so that you know the extent to which you can go. 
They have a biennial budget, a two-year budget down there, and they work m thei r  budget for 
about a year, but the end product of their labours is three volumes, each about 1-1/2 to two 
inches thick on 14 inch paper. So there are three large bound volumes, a total height of about 
l ike that. That is the State of Wiscons in budget . They did expres s just the thought that they 
have probably gone too far in terms of volume and they were wanting to cut back somewhat. 
Perhaps we could get into, then, cons ideration of the different formats that we have here. I 
don't  want to . . . 

MR. C HAIRMAN : Mr. McGill.  
MR . McGILL: Mr. Chairman, this is just a little bit off the track here but you were 

mentioning other jurisdictions and the way in which they are programming their estimates. 
Did you discover any jurisdictions in your travels where they have been able to produce current 
revenue and expenditures statements on a monthly bas is ?  

MR . McKEN ZIE: Yes , Wisconsin does. They have their material right on the computer, 
and as a matter of fact we have a copy of the ir public accounts which is run directly off of the 
computer. 

MR . McGILL: So this information is available to the Legislature on a current basis ? 
MR . McKENZIE: As far as I know. I would say one further thing with regards to 

Wisconsin, and that is that when they started their system they put quite a task force on it and 
worked upward of a year in setting up their bas i c  organization, and right from the start they 
defined all tbeir program structure and they input all of their data into their accounting system, 
so right from the start they did the ir estimates and their accour1ting system and public accounts 
on a concerted basis us ing the computer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cherniack. 
MR . CHERNIAC K: I wonder if Mr. McKenzie can elaborate on that. Do you know how 

often the Wis co:-ts in Leg is lature meets and for what length of t ime ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Well, I'm not sure. I imagine it's variable. They have a two-year 

budgetary cycle. They meet annually, I presume, but I know that they, when we were down 
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(MR. McKENZIE cont'd) . . . . .  there to see them, they had had their estimates in their 
assembiy for upwards of six months and their budget still had not been formally approved. 

4 3  

MR . C HERNIAC K: I wonder, M r .  Chairman, I think that m y  department should get some 
information, firstly to confirm the answer to the questions of Mr. McG ill, I'm not sure 
whether the Legislature would get all that monthly i nformatio:t or whether it  would be the 
Governor. I think we should check that out, and also p::�ssibly find out the extent to which the 
Legislature sits and revi ews these,  or whether it is just an academic thing. I think the 
Committee would be interested and I'll try and find out. 

MR. McKEN ZIE: In their system - of course they have a different parliamentary system 
but the Governor s eems to play a very large role in there and the budget function in Wisconsin 
is concentrated within the--they have a Department of Administration, and the budget function 
is part of that and they really operate as a right arm of the Governor1s office. 

MR . C H ERNIACK: That's it . I think it's an executive admini stration rather than the 
congress ional involvement. However, we can try and find out. 

MR . McKEN ZIE� I'll just run through this  if you would like to look at your Ontario for
mat. 1 won'd read everything on here beaause I think some of these things are obvious, and 
if anyone would like to ask questions as we go along, please do. I showed you the four publi
cations for the P rovince of Ontario . They are broken down by policy fields, which they have 
des ignated as being general government, justice policy field, resources development policy 
field, and social development policy field. Those four policy fields are broken down into 
ministries. They use the term "ministries" rather than departments and they are as listed in 
the four sections in . . .  and then within each ministry there is a breakdown into programs. 
Each program is split up into activities and each activity is broken down into standard accounts 
class ifications . The standard accounts used in the Province of Ontario are eight in number and 
in each of their publications, which you may want to examine afterwards at the conclusion of 
the committee hearing, that right at the back of each of their publ ications they have what is 
called "Explanatory notes on the standard accounts classification. "  They list the main ones 
and then give quite a complete description of what is included within each account. I have listed 
just the main headings here as number one to eight. The next thing that you notice whea 
you . . .  

MR . C HERNIACK: Pardon me, C huck. Is that what we have at the end of this Ontario, 
the last two pages ? 

MR . McKEN ZIE: Yes. We of course in restructuring this into the Manitoba figures , had 
no way of using their object of accounts ,  we had to use our own. Now, the Manitoba object of 
account classification system has eight major headings, which you will  find at the back of each 
of the sampl es and we have put a brief description of what is included in there, but as a matter 
of fact there are many breakdowns and sub-breakdowns within those totals. So we are just 
doing thi s as closely as possible to the Ontario format. 

Now, as you go through the Ontario estimate booklets, the first thing you will see, the 
next page, where you will see a department heading and a summary. Now, they produce more 
comparative information than we have here. H istorically, our estimates have a comparison 
between printed estimates and printed estimates, current and previous year. They go one step 
further. They give both the esti mates for the next preceding year and the actual expenditures 
for that year. The fact that they have gone one step further almost makes necessary the next 
page that you see in the sample, because over a time frame of three years you find so many 
transfers taking place and non-comparable items coming in, that they have found it necessary 
to provide a reco::wiliation page. In other words, on the very front page where you are com
paring the departmental totals across the bottom, if you were to go back to the esti mates as 
p:.tblished for those preceding years, those figures would be different, but the reco:J.ciliation 
page pulls those figures together so that you can relate them. 

A MEMBER: You mean because of the transfer of programs from one department to 
another or one divisioa to another. 

MR . McKEN ZIE: Yes , that's part of it, and also they account for all supplementary 
authority provided either by way of supplementary supply acts or by special warrants or, where 
there is a re-di stribution of amounts for any reason or transfers between departments, or 
items that are non-recurring and have dropped out, the end obj ect of their exercise is to try 
and make the departmental totals comparable. 
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(MR. McKENZIE cont'd) 
The next section actually breaks down quite s i mply, then you come to the--the first prog

ram listed under Co-operative Developments on the first summary page was administration. 
You turn two pages back in, the one following the reconc iliation page, then you see a break
down of the administration program into its two activities: adminis tration, and planning and 
research. Now for each program there is a brief description of the program given and this 
varies in length, but in all cases it is sufficient to give an i ndication of what the program is 
about. 

Following that there is another page where the activities - administration, and planning 
and research - are broken down into their obj ects of expenditure, which they call standard expen
diture classification. In comparison, the Manitoba esti mates as printed simply list under each 
appropriation the amount for salaries and wages and the amounts for other expenditures, unless 
there is some particular item that is separately identified. And that format c arries through, 
then, for the other two programs . The C o-operatives program is broken down then into its 
various activities which are subsequently broken down into the standard expenditure classifi
cation, and then you go through a l ittle further and find the last program on credit unions which 
has the s ame breakdown. 

There is one thing I should point out also that Ontario does that is not in our sample here, 
b'.lt the very last page of their estimate book is a pull-out sheet, and on there they list vertically 
all the 23 ministries, and across the top they have the eight standard expenditures classifica
tions. In other words, they accumulate provincial totals of each of the expenditure classifica
tions so that you can tell at a glance the total of salaries and wages, the total of employee bene
fits, the total amount for supplies and equipment and so on . 

Now, I think poss ibly, unless there are any questions, we could then jus t take a look at 
the Quebec example. Quebec has not been using their system as long as Ontario has theirs . 
Quebec just changed over in 1 9 73-74 to a program b:1dgeting system, and they s eem to have 
come up with something which at first glance appears to be a little bit more complicated. If 
you turn to the second page in the Quebec sample, headed Quebec Format, you will see there 
we have summarized what they have done. The Province of Quebec presents its estimates 
broken down by commiss ions, domains, sectors, programs and departments . In total there 
are four missions ( ? )  subdivided into 15 domains, subdivided into 47 s ectors , which are then 
subdivided into 170 programs. 

MR . ANDERSON: Charlie, I think that some of the people have a slightly different paper. 
Are we . . .  

MR . C H ERNIACK: I was wrong, Stuart. 
MR. ANDERSON: Would you just point the page that you are looking at right now? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: The seco:�.d page in the Quebec example, headed Quebec Format. 
MR . C RAIK: Yes, okay. I had something that was different. 
MR . McKENZIE: In relating that 170  program, I could mention that in Manitoba here the 

estimates as pr inted and which are in the House at the moment, have 124 app ropriations ; in 
the material that went to C abinet for decis ion there was a total of 146 programs, so we have 
somewhat less programs than what Quebec have in their system. The 170 programs are then 
ass igned to the 23 departments of the Quebec Government, thus one department may be res
ponsible for programs from various sectors . P rograms at the departmental level are subdivi
ded into elements . These elements are matrixed into expenditure object categories. (I'll 
explain that as we come to the page. ) Notice that capital items are included i n  their expendi
tures and I should have mentioned that about Ontario as well. As you know, the estimates of 
current expenditure in Manitoba contain only current expenditures, because we have the three 
divisions of the C o::�solidated Fund, the revenue division, or current capital divis ion, and the 
trust and special division. Ontario has no divisions in their Consolidated Fund; it's all a gen
eral revenue fund, and my understanding is  that they combine capital and current in their 
tabled estimates, and if there is a short fall that is the amount that is borrowed by the govern
ment, but they do not table separate capital estimates - and the same appears to be so in 
Quebec. The capital figures are included in the estimates as you see them in the book. 

Then summaries of expenditure . . . 
MR . CRAIK: I would just like to ask you while you are on that point, there is no diffi

culty created in looking at the Ontario system, though, if you were to continue to break down 
current, capital and trust, your comments don't  have any implication with regards to abandon
ing the system of breaking it down ? 
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MR . McKENZIE: Well, I think that what I am saying there is that if you retained the 
divisions in the C o:�solidated Fund and had capital separately, I think you can work capital into 
a s ystem like Ontario and identify it. By the way, I should mention that the F ederal estimates 
also include current, capital and a full disclosure of the staffing patterns. The cap ital, though, 
is not varied; it is set out separately. For instance, if you look in the third last page in the 
Ontari o format, the page headed .No.  2 at the top is Standard Accounts Class ification. 

MR . CRAIK: Yes . 
MR . McKENZIE: Now their standard accounts number 5 and number 6, both have capital 

in them by definition, and particularly 6 .  
A MEMBER: What page are we on, Johnny, I 'm s orry ? 
MR . ANDERSON: P age 2 .  
MR . McKENZIE: Actually the third page was the Ontario format. 
MR . CHERNIACK: P age two and three, is that . . .  ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Standard accounts class ification. Page 2; all right. 
MR . C HERNIACK: The third page, No.  2 .  
MR . McKEN ZIE: I could perhaps read out to you something that's not i n  the sample but 

which i s  in thei r esti mate book. Their definition of acquis ition and construction of physi cal 
ass ets , that's their account classification number s ix, the definition is as follows: "Includes 
all costs of acquis ition and construction by contract of new and used buildings and engineering 
structures. Also included in this account is the cost of acquisition of land. " So, in effect,that 
parallels a large part of the capital esti mates in Manitoba. 

MR. C RAIK: Like right now in Manitoba in highways , though we do essentially, right now 
we show highways construction, there is no breakdown, like in our present esti mates, to tell 
us what portion is capital borrowed . . . 

MR . CHERNIACK: Don, it's different. There's some here and some there. There could 
be some in current and some in capital. 

MR . C RAIK: R ight. 
MR . CHERNIACK: You say there's no breakdown and actually there is ,  because you only 

give parts of information, but on each sheet. 
MR. CRAIK: Like in our present estimates there is both c apital borrowing and current, 

eh ? 
MR. CHERNIACK: No. That's  what I' m saying. In our estimates ? We don 't have any 

capital in the estimates you're looking at. 
MR. C RAIK: None of the programs outlined then in our Highways budget are . . .  
MR . C HERNIACK: What you are holding in your hand is only that which is charged to, 

what is called current, and then you can always have and probably will find in the capital that 
there is Highways money there as well which it is planned to borrow. So you don't have 
that . . .  

MR . CRAIK: Well really I . . . 
MR . C HERNIACK: Let me just add a little, Don, if you don 't mind, just to elaborate. 

You see in the highways, you picked on the one item where we always have carry forward of 
work, where you authorize work during the end of a fiscal year for continuation, for completion 
in the following fiscal year, and that 's why - I don't remember if it started in your government 
or not - but we now have an authority in capital which carries forward and tides you over from 
fiscal year to fiscal year for work that is put on track but not done yet. Have I confused the 
issue by telling you that ? 

MR . C RAIK: Would it show up in . . .  
MR . CHERNIACK: In capital ? 
MR . C RAIK: Yeh. No, would it show up in here ? 
MR . C H ERNIACK: No.  
MR. C RAIK: So anything under - well construction of provincial trunk highways , provin

cial roads and related projects , if  I might just ask you a specific item, 68 in the est imate book, 
that's all out of current then ? 

MR . CHERN IACK: Yes . 
MR. McKEN ZIE: Yes . If I could just clarify. All of the items in the esti mates of 

current expenditures in the main esti mates , are those items which are financed out of current 
revenues in effect, and if there is anything else as sociated with highways in the capital division 
then they are financed out of capital borrowing. 
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MR . CH ERNIACK: They're shown as $42 million. 
MR . McKEN ZIE: . . .  separately, they will  not be in here at all .  This is the basic dif

ference because in Quebec, Ontario and the Government of Canada you can go to the one esti
mate book and find the complete capital and current features. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. Graham, do you have a question ? 
MR . GRAHAM: Does that create a difficulty then if we 50 to the - if we went to the 

Ontario system you' re recommending, we'd pretty well have to then include capital into the 
programs that are shown ? 

MR . McKEN ZIE: Well I think it could be done either way. That would be a decision that 
would have to be taken. You could do it I think excluding capital or including capital. 

MR . C RAIK: We could still get a statement, like now our c apital supply bill that we have 
before us, we could still  get a statement that gave us an overall breakdown of how much capital 
borrowing was in the account. 

MR . McKEN ZIE: In these esti mates you mean, because there isn't any in here. 
MR . C RAIK: No, no no, but if we went to the Ontario  system there 's  nothing precluding 

still getting a capital supply breakdown ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: No I wouldn't think so. 
MR . C RAIK: It would complement . . .  
MR . C HERNIACK: You mean like an extra column or parenthesis ? 
MR . C RAIK: Yes . Something l ike we've got before us now, like C apital Supply bill. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Yeh, I would think you're right. The only problem I c an see is delay

ing all the estimates . You see now we're able to get these out and work on capital, you know, 
while these estimates are out but if we combine them then it would delay the whole proces s for 
collation and printing. That's the only problem I see. 

MR. GRAHAM: I just wanted to ask Mr. C herniack a question on this because it isn't 
just one year, it's every year we get capital involved in  highways. And you' re telling us that 
that capital is to cover the pre-tendering system . . . ? 

MR . CHERNIACK: Not alone. 
MR. GRAHAM: Not alone ? 
MR. C H ERNIACK: Not alone.  
MR. GRAHAM: But we have no way then of really trying to identify the usage that that 

money is go ing to under our present system ? Unless it's debate on a C ap ital Supply Bill ? 
MR. C HERNIACK: Yes . The capital current and then of course you have the report of 

the department which I think probably gives that kind of information1I'm not sure. But by 
inquiry that could be broken up. 

MR . McKENZIE: P erhaps we could just continue then with the Quebec s ample. If you 
turn to the third page, this is just an attempt to i llustrate the relationship of their major break
downs of their estimates . The four major breakdowns into missions are shown in the left-
hand side, economic, educ ational, cultural, social and then governmental, and administrative. 
And this simply illustrates that as you go across to the right, each of thos e missions is  broken 
down into a number of domains, government and administrative. It 's  broken down into political 
institutions, central administration, inter-governmental relations and protection of persons and 
property. Then again the domain of protection of persons and property is further broken down 
into sectors, such as litigation, public safety, penal institutions and legal supervision of the 
socio- economic framework. That is further broken down into programs. The legal super
vis ion of the socio-economic framework is broken down into public curatorship, consumer pro
tection, control and supervision of the development of enterprises, offici al registration, con
trol of games of chance and races, liquor permi t control and management of public land. So 
that they have quite an extensive cross-relationship. 

Then as you go out to the other side of the relationship the programs then are also accumu
lated in their estimates under their various departments . The ones we've just been looking at 
would be included - the control of games of chance and races included under justice for instance. 
So that from their system you can break the programs down two ways: You can either break 
them into departments or you can break them back up into the sector, domain and mission rela
tionship. 

MR . C HERNIACK: Chuck, before you leave sheet A. When they deal with it in Committee 
of Supply they have to have - in this case we've got four Ministers all involved in control of 
games of chance, eh ? 
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MR . McKEN ZIE: Yes . W e  have n o  information on how they . . .  
MR. C HERNIACK: Oh, I 'm sorry. Four all involved in the programs under legal super

vision ? 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Of the socio-economic framework. Yes. 
MR. C HERNIACK: Yes. So when we're dealing with the budget for the legal super-

vision of the socio-economic framework we know we've got four Ministers involved in that. 
MR . McKEN ZIE: That is correct. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Thank you. 
MR. JOHANNSON : Is that the way their Committee of Supply works ? 
MR. ANDERSON: It ends up by being departmental votes . ; . 
MR . JOHANNS ON: Oh, departmentals .  
MR. ANDERSON: E ach assigned these program lumps that you see in  here. Like 

finance will be assigned a program called Public  C uratorship, and I'm not sure what that 
means, with money attached to the program. 

MR. CHERNIACK: You mean at the end it  comes back to this ? 
MR . ANDERS ON : In the end it comes back to this .  
MR. CHERNIACK: Are you saying . . . 
MR . ANDERSON : Well yes . . .  
MR . JOHANNSON: So in effect then the rest of this is  a rat�er elaborate game ? 
MR. CHERNIACK: Well it's elaborate information anyway. i 
MR. JOEANNSON : An elaborate classification. But you co�ld get down to the s ame sort 

of procedure as we have on supply. Is thi s  it, am I correct or . . .  ? 
MR. C HERNIACK: I thought that's  what we were trying to find out. 
MR . JOHANNSON : For example, does the Justice Minister co me before the House in 

the C ommittee of Supply and deal with all of the programs under his jurisdiction ? 
MR. C HERNIACK: In the federal it 's  just l ike ours i sn't it? 
MR. ANDERSON: He does. You may say i n  addition another department has got a piece 

of this legal s ocio-economic framework. 
MR . C HERN IACK: Of the program but not of the money? He only deals with his own 

money I guess ? 
MR . ANDERSON: They try Terry I think to make sure that all programs are assigned 

to one ministry, as far as they can, but then occasionally they get . . . 
MR . McKEN ZIE: Yes , I think there's an indication of that. 
MR . C HERNIACK: Yes . That is the programs are divided into ministries apparently ? 
MR . ANDERSON: It 's  complex. 
MR . McKENZIE: If we could go on then to sheet B. This is just another version, the 

Quebec version, of the expenditure of the classification i n  compariison to Ontario and Manitoba 
which have a bas ic 8 .  They have a basi c  1 6 .  So that somewhat adils to the complexity of their 
estimate book. 

You should note that expenditure object No. 8 and 9 both bas ically are capital items, 
material and equipment and land i mmovables in engineer ing works. 

If you turn to the front summary page where the C o-operative Development Departmeat -
you will see that they are like Manitoba in this regard in that they are comparing only two 
years. The E st imates for 19 73- 74 and for 1974-75. You w ill recall that Ontario also showed 
the previous year both actual and estimated. 

The following page to that again is quite si milar to Ontario wrerein the first program 
administration is given a program description and then an activity breakdown. The next page 
after that again is si milar but different in for mat to Ontari o  in that!, rather than listing the 
act ivity and then detailing the objects of expeaditure, they have what in effect is a matrix here 
with the expenditure objects running vertically down the left and the two activities across the 
top on the right. 

· 

MR . C H ERNIACK: See Jim there's  your matrix. 
MR . McKEN ZIE: One thing this - it saves space but it makes you turn back to find out 

that activity one is Administratio:J. and that activity number two i s  Planning and Res earch, and 
this becomes more obvious when you look at the aext example on the C o-operatives program 
because in there there would appear to be eight act ivities, so that your matrix consequently 
gets greatly enlarged and in fact runs onto two pages on the s ample. 
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(MR . McKEN ZIE cont'd) 
The third program on credit unions is just done the s ame way, somewhat more simply 

because there is only the one activity. And then again their estimate book has a good many 
summaries in it but they do i nclude breakdowns of their standard expenditure object clas sifica
tions which we have inserted at the back just for reference. 

MR .  C HERNIACK: Mr. Chairman, you and I just worked out this thing. I'm wondering 
whether we have to stop a little bit on that because I 'm wondering if committee is-- (Interjection)-
yeh on the matrix. I think program two with the eight activities and the seven expenditure ob
j ects if looked at correctly I think is not too complicating, if you'll  pardon my effort to say it 's 
rather s imple. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: P rogram two ? 
MR. CHERNIACK: Yeh. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: And the following page. 
MR . CHERNIACK: Yeh, you have to look at program two which lists the activities and 

then the next two pages, five and s ix as if they were s ide by s ide, then I think you can see that 
the activities listed on page 4 up and down are read across the pages five and s ix and then it 
lays out pretty clearly I think. I just thought maybe committee should l inger for a minute to 
make sure that they follow that. 

MR . ANDERSON: Charlie take us through that $30, 700. 00. The Director, Activity No. 1,  
Program 2 page.  He's go ing to spend or his office is going to spend 30. 7.  

MR. McKEN ZIE: Yes,  well if  you want to look at that, if you look at the program two, 
co-operatives, on the firs t page where the activities are listed, you will see that the D irector 
is listed at 30. 7 thousand1and you turn to the next page and s ince the Director is activity num
ber 1 it comes in the first column and then reading downwards you can easily pick out the fact 
that salaries amount to 23.  3 thousand, facilities and equipment there's an allocation of $ 700, 
specialized equipment 1. 3 thousand, other operating costs of 5.  1 thousand and assistance of 
$300, for a total of 30. 7 thousand for that activity. 

And then of course you use the matrix for the program by - you can also p ick off the total 
of salaries for the program s i mply by looking at salaries and reading across horizontally and 
then going one page further until you see the total under 1974-75 of $289, 000. 00 . That is the 
total salary for the Co-operatives program for the 1974-75 estimates . Total fees 46, 000, total 
facilities and equipment 21 . 4  thousand and so on. You'll notice the bottom item on the matrix 
is C ap ital No.  7 for $ 1  million. This is in there with no explanation. Now just looking at the 
sample in front of you, you would have no idea of what that figure was for other than it was a 
c apital item. Now I'm not altogether sure just how that is set out in detail ,  in Quebec; I know 
that in the Federal Estimates that the capital items that are listed under their programs are 
set out in some detail with a description of what the capital expenditure is to be for so that you 
can follow it quite readily without knowing anything about it at all. 

That's about all that I can relay to the committee on the sample formats . As I say we've 
attempted to take a relatively s mall department and translate it into two other possible forms. 
I think that we 're doing this just as an illustration for discussion and cons ideration by the 
committee. I would think that poss ibly before any decis ions were taken on it that the committee 
should cons ider really the bas ic principles of the estimates and what should be included in them 
and what shouldn't be included in them. I think if a statement of principle can be agreed on, 
and the Federal Government has don e  this through their Standing Committee on Public Accounts, 
that whatever is agreed on should be pres ented in the estimates for consideration of the 
Leg islature. I think that systems can be worked out to produce that information because there's 
getting to be a good deal of information available now on various aspects of program budgeting 
and we are in contact with various other jurisdictions and are able to us e thei r prior experience. 

MR . CHAIRMAN : Mr. McGill do you have a question ? 
MR. McGILL: Mr. Chairman, I think one of the features we'd like to see designed into 

esti mate pres entations would be some greater facility to have program cost-benefit comparisons 
easily obtainable. Do you see in this form of budgeting or estimate presentation a more s imple 
way of evaluating programs and poss ibly being able to recommend discontinuance of programs 
and to do this in a more efficient manner than under the present system of esti mate pres enta
tion ? 

MR. McKEN ZIE : Well I think that the program budgeting format, it all depends on what 
you put into it because you can go from what Ontario has which really just provides a little bit 
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(MR. McKEN ZIE cont'd) . . . . .  more i nformation than what Manitoba does and you can go to 
great lengths like Wisconsin does and give so much information that it's hard to absorb it. So 
it's  difficult to tell where the optimum point is because they told us when we were down to speak 
to them that they felt they had too much information and the legislators couldn't absorb it and 
use it. I think that the provision of more specific information dealing with alternatives and cost 
benefits and so on is probably useful in the decision-making process ,  and I might say that a 
good deal of that type of information is worked up in the estimatef1 review process and when it is  
reviewed by C abinet in the various comm ittees , there's getting to be more of that all the time 
and this is primarily work that the Management C om mittee of Cabinet does1 supplemented by the 
Planning Secretariat of Cabinet . So there i s  a good deal of information provided but as to whether 
it should be printed or not I don't know. I think it's useful at the point of making the decis ions 
on what to include in the estimates, I don't know whether it is good or not really to try and 
attempt to produce that type of information into the esti mates thems elves . 

MR. McGILL: On another matter. E arlier we talked about Wisconsin and the computer 
util ization they have in producing pretty current revenue expendih1re statements . How does 
their computer capability compare with that available to your department ? Do you have facili
ties equal to Wisconsin's at the present time ? 

Mr. McKEN ZIE: Well, I wonder in this point here if perhaps Mr. Jackson the Assistant 
Provincial Auditor might want to make some comment on that because Mr. Jackson was the 
previous Auditor of Disbursements in the Department of F inance and he did accompany us on 
our trip to Wisconsin and had some more detailed dis cus sions than we did with the person who 
was actually in charge of the computer part of their operations . �nd I leave it up to the 
Chairman to decide whether you'd like Mr. Jackson to make any cbmments on that or . . .  ? 

MR . CHAIRMAN : Yes . We'd like to hear Mr. Jackson. He could comment and maybe 
add a little more information to what we've already received. 1 

MR . CHERNIACK: The question Mr. McGill asked was whether actual revenue could be 
or expendage c an be thrown up by the machine ? Is that the question ? 

MR. McGILL: No. My question was, acknowledging what Wisconsin's doing with the 
computers in the way of current statements, how does our computer capability in Manitoba com
pare with that available to them? Is there s omeone who can make ,a comment on that ? 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Mr.  Jackson. 
, 

MR . JACKS ON :  At the t ime that we were in Wisconsin certain of their facilities were 
more sophi sticated than ours were at that time. Largely a certain amount of the sophistication 
comes about through an intense review of the operating techniques 

'
that are necessary to pro

vide current information at various levels, for various levels of management. But today our 
s ophistication as far as co mputerized equipment would be completely adequate to do what they 
were doing at that ti me. 

MR . CHAIRMAN : Mr. Turnbull .  
MR . TURNBU LL: I have some curiosity about computers. D i d  the Wisconsin operation 

have greater computer power than the Manitoba Government has ? , 
MR. JAC KS ON :  Again, when we were down there thei r computer installation had a more 

sophi sticated computer system than ours had at that time. Today ours would be certainly as 
sophi sticated as theirs was at that time. 

MR. TURNBULL: You're talking about sophistication. I'm talking about size? A 
s imple question about how big was it compared to ours . . .  

MR . CHERNIACK: Your capability without expansion. Is that what you mean ? 
MR . TURNBULL: Yes, I mean what kind of a machine was it ? Was it a Honeywell 6000, 

was it, you know, how big . . .  
MR. JAC KSON : I believe they were operating with an IBM system at that point and in 

the interlude there has been another generation of IBM systems . The system 370 I believe is 
the most capable IBM system that's in us e presently, and our government has that . 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Jackson. Have you any further questions 
for Mr. McKenzi e ?  Mr. Cherniack did you want to . . . i 

MR . CHERNIACK: No. let's conclude. Thanks very much C huck. Mr. Chairman, just 
a few comme'lts . Firstly, I would propose that now that we are all very mu·�h famil iar with 
these Ontario and Quebec forms and able to deal with them easily, that I'll see to it that we 
distribute copies for every Member of the House in the House, and when we get to Co
operative Development I hope that we will ,  as a Committee of the House, spend a little ti me 
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(MR. CHERNIACK c ont'd) . . . . .  considering the usefulness of these other forms as com
pared with our existing system, to decide whether or not it is worth making the change. Because 
I can see that the change can be made, no question about that. 

The expense of doing it is of course very great because they would have to be done to the 
extent they are done now, then they'd have to be converted to these other forms . I suppose once 
put on a machine it  can be done but it still needs a substantial amount of staff time and machine 
time and the question is to what extent are we going to us e this kind of additional arms or facili
ties - knowledge rather. And if I may say something a little unkind to the process we've fol
lowed in the 12 years I've been around - I'm not talking about anybody other than the ordinary 
M LA - is that ! believe that a great deal of time is spent 0:1 generalities under Minister's Salary 
and not on the specifics . And if that is because of lack of info rmation then more informat ion 
might give us a more valid approach to the budget. But if we really want to, and you know I 
say that as having spent more time in opposition than in government, if what we really want to 
do is get at the M inister and get at general matters, then I don't think really we ought to invite 
the spending of substantial moneys in terms of man-hours and machine - I should s ay personali
ties shouldn't I? - to p roduce information that isn't going to be used in debate, because as you 
know, Mr . Chairman, and you have more limited experience than I have, we seem to spend all 
our time on the Minister 's Salary and then z ip through the programs ; and if that is our real 
intent then why bother with printing all this additional information. If on the other hand, we do 
that only because we don't have the information, then I would think it might show up that when 
we have this Co-operative Development forms before us, if we s ee whether the additional infor
mation is actually being used. That should help us arrive at a decision. I've no doubt it will 
take quite a while to change the process over to start producing these other forms because of the 
cost. I think we should study it. Because when we talked to Mr. Ziprick about his report I 
think that's part of his concern that we are not getting into the details of program the way he 
thinks we should and then I think we'll see whether this kind of forms will lead us into that or 
whether our own inclination will keep us harping on the Minister's Salary. 

I want to suggest two other thoughts, and not for dec ision of course but for consideration. 
These thoughts are thoughts I've developed over a number of years. F irstly, is my thought that 
we could be more effective in Committee of Supply if we dealt with the M inister's Salary last 
rather than first.  I've a feeling that if we went through the budget process, the estimates , with
out the Minister 's Salary and in that way have the Chairman insist that we stick to the resolution 
before us , and then we'd have to stick to it rather than the broad-ranging Minister' s  Salary, and 
then we c ome at the end to the Minister's Salary, maybe then we're in a better position to judge 
whether he is ent itled to his s alary at all, whether his programs that we've already discussed 
are going to justify his s alary. And that's one thought I, you know, I'd like to throw out. Maybe 
the committee wi ll  think it worth making that recommendation. 

The other one is a really revolutionary one but I think it would probably accord with my 
reading of the Auditor's Report, and I say this without knowing whether my own C aucus or 
C abinet would agree with it, but my thought would be for consideration whether we couldn't take 
the Committee of Supply out of the House and into Committee and sitting around the table deal 
with these matters where we could have staff present - and I don't  agree with the auditor who 
says call up the managers and cross-examine them, but I do agree that in their presence we can 
get information from them immediately rather than looking up in the gallery and waiting for 
papers to float down. And that way I think we could get a more immediate response and a more 
detailed discus sion, especially if we agree say to - now that we have no Independents .  would be 
even eas i er - to split into let 's  say three concurrent committees sitting in three rooms concur
rently, so that more time - if we take the 90 hours I think we can cut the 90 hours in half and 
have three committees of 45 hours each spending a total of more hours but less consecutive time 
and really do a job . You know, I don't know whether MLAs generally would agree with that or 
not but that 's my own thinking that I'd like us to cons ider. Maybe each of our parties may have 
different ideas but thes e are two more thoughts I had that I'd l ike to throw out, not necessarily 
for discus sion. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: I think, Mr. C herniack,those points are certainly interesting you 
brought up, because I'm sure it's of interest to all of us to obtain as much information as we 
can get and get as good an understanding of the expenditures of the funds as we can possibly get; 
and with some of the systems that have come down over the years I sometimes wonder if we are 
getting the best out of the estimates or the statements of expenditures. I can certainly agree 
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(MR. CHAillMAN cont'd) . . . . .  that it seems to be an old tradition to debate the salary first 
and if you haven't really gone over the estimates of the department you really don't know whether 
he should be reduced to a dollar or not. Mr. Cherniack. 

MR . CHERNIACK: I want to add one thing if I may, Mr. Chairman. I think we're going 
to have to debate the question of cost-benefit that Mr. McGill refqrs to. I think that's not an 
outside judgment, I think that's a judgment for MLA s  to discuss and resolve. I think it's a 
judgmental thing and I, you know, I 'm not prepared to agree with his thought that a machine or 
a system will produce an adequate cost-benefit of provision of services to people. You can do 
a cost-benefit on the manufacture of an article but I don't think government can be cost-benefited. 
But that's an op inion. 

MR . C HA illMAN : Mr. Johannson then Mr. C raik. 
MR . JOHANNSON: Yes , I have two questions, Mr. Chairman. One for Mr. McKenzie. 

He referred to a statement of principle drawn up by the Ottawa Committee on Public Accounts 
concerning esti mates procedure, and I wondered if this could be made available to members of 
the committee ? 

MR. C HERNIACK : Sure. 
MR. JOHANNSON: Secondly, a question of Mr. Cherniack. The second suggestion he 

made regarding splitting C ommittee of Supply into three committees which would run concur
rently or sit concurrently. Isn 't this basically the Ottawa procedu['e right now that you're 
suggesting ? Or very simi lar to the Ottawa procedure ? 

MR . CHERNIACK: Well I don't even know thei r system. I suspect it is but I don't really 
know. 

MR . CHA illMAN: Mr. C raik. 
MR . C RAIK: I think all these ideas that we've talked about, H's a good idea becaus e 

there's quite a few things that probably can be improved and all of us have I guess wondered 
about different approaches , and Mr. C herniack has mentioned a nu'mber here that I think a lot 
of them would find favour with the MLA s  generally. But there is one other I'd like to add to the 
list, and that is that o:J.e of the most, you know, disconcerting parts of going over the accounts 
is that what you're dealing with really is accounts in that group that are over a year old and 
then you've got current expenditures, and in the House you're debating the estimates of expen
diture for the coming year, so you're really dealing with three fiscal years all intermingled 
together when the House sits . 

Now if the computer can actually put out the information in a matter of a month or so 
after the close of the year I think it would be valuable even to have 1a spec ial session who's sole 
obj ective would be to go over those accounts in the more detail that have been provided by a new 
system of listing the expenditures.  Then we could check them off -; and particularly if you add 
like a column like the Ontario does where they show the budgeted and the actual . . .  

MR . C HERNIACK: For the preceding year ? 
MR . CRA IK :  No. Well I 'm saying now if we could go over t�e accounts even eight months 

earlier, six months earlier say, than we're going over them now, they would be out of the way, 
and when the regular sess ion of the Legislature came in we could go over - handle with one 
year. Well I don't know legislatively how you might structure it, but . . .  

MR . CHERNIACK: Mr. Chairman, I wonder - I want to wait till Don is through, and I 
want to ascertain Mr. Anderson just how it would work. I believe that - well I know our fiscal 
year ends March 31, we don't close the books till about the 20-odd of April, let 's  say towards 
the end of April .  Then once the books are closed then they go thro'-!gh this whole thing before 
thi s i s  produced, and I don't think this can be produced before - well when ? - what ' s  the earliest 
we've managed so far ? - December. 

MR . ANDERSON: November, December. 
MR. C HERNIACK: November, December. So it's really, it' s just the volume apparently 

which prevents it, but I wish, I wish, Mr. Chairman, that you woul<:i invite all members to 
question Mr. Anderson and Mr. Curtis about the process to see wh�ther there is additional -
well a lesser time lag which is what Mr. C raik is talking about. 

MR . CRAIK: Well, I was really basing it partly on, I think, Mr. McKenzie's, you know, 
observation that in Wis cons in the accounts were out within a matter iof months after. But I 
gather from your comment that they aren't out in the detail we would get out of the Public 
Accounts . . . 

' 

MR . C HERNIACK: Well let's find out the extent. I don't really know. 
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MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. Anderson. 
MR . ANDERSON: Well there are several sorts of things we could throw out. We could 

throw out, at any time, the present equipment we have and the present systems we have, could 
throw out revenue and expenditure, except that the revenues and the expenditures are on a--it's 
all on a cash basis,  they're not audited figures, so you could have some unaudited information 
which might be us eful. 

MR. CI:IERNIACK: Let me interrupt to say we've done that before and nobody's made 
use of it. We've reduced it as of when - December ? Mr. Froese used to ask for it. 

MR . CRAIK: Well last year you sent out an advanced copy. I think it was earlier than 
December. 

MR. ANDERSON: Well, I was going to s ay then, with respect, lVlr. C raik, to the annual ) 
the total ity of the year, we could throw out again unaudited material, provided everybody 
accepted that fact, we could throw out unaudited material probably by June. We leave the expen
diture accounts open until the 20th of April to pick up all of the March transactions that were 
completed by the 31st of March to give time for the paper work to flow through the system and 
get charged against the appropriation of the year it should be charged to, which was the year 
ended March 31st just preceding. 

The books then are open, the expenditure books are open and available to the departments 
to clean up their year-end work till the 20th of April. We then have some adjusting entries -
the Liquor Commission's audit is completed and we finally find out what the real revenue of the 
Liquor C ommiss ion is, how much to bring into account by way of revenue. We don't know that 
uatil the inventories are taken and the Liquor Commission and the final statement of Profit and 
Loss or whatever you want to call it - the difference between expense and revenue for the 
Liquor Commission - to draw in the last effective and accurate dollar from that agency. And 
this is true of all the little sub-agencies and corporations whose figures somehow end up by 
getting melted into the Public Accounts of Manitoba. This is what causes the great delay that 
keeps us until October, November and December each year, but we could come out with an 
unaudited statement I would think as early as by the end of June probably. We would be able to 
tell everybody exactly how we ended up on March 31st by the end of June. 

MR . CHERNIACK: And would it be broken down the way it is in here ? 
MR. ANDERSON: No, we wouldn't have the supplier informatioa, but I doa't think you 

really want that. 
MR . CHERNIACK: No I mean these categories - would they all be available?  
MR. ANDERSON: I don't know whether you would get that mu·�h. Mr.  Rosenhek, he now 

is doing the job Fred Jackson used to do for us, and he tells us that the machine and his system 
will drive that kind of information out. 

MR . CHERNIACK: Yes but we won't have the budget though will  w e ?  We won't have the, 
I mean the estimates for the followinJ year ? 

MR . AN DERSON: No, I 'm only talking about what you can do with respect to information 
about the year past. 

MR. CHERNIACK: But what I want to bring out is--okay, we have it in Ju.'le, this - so we 
could have a Public Accounts meeting to deal with this but we won't have the coming year's 
estimates to compare with because they are aot produced u.'ltil - now we're dealing with them. 

MR . ANDERSON : Oh, agreed. I know exactly what you mean, yes. 
MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. McKenzie, you wish to make a comment. 
MR . lVlcKEN ZIE: Mr. Chairman, I would just like to clarify one point. I had made refer

ence to the fact that the State of Wisconsin produces their financ ial statements and so on on the 
computer. Mr. Craik referred to the fact that this was produced within a month of the year-end. 
I don't really know the time interval involved in that, I would have to check my copy of that 
statement. I don't really know whether I can tell from looking at that when it was actually pro
duced, but I just want to correct that, that while it appears to be produced oa the computer, I 
am not sure of the timing on it, I would have to check that and I could advis e  the Committee on 
that, if it is apparent from the copy that I have. 

MR. ANDERSON: Your reference was it, they brought out monthly statements ?  
MR. CRAIK: Perhaps I extended i t  there to your statements .  
M R .  ANDERSON: We're quite curious t o  know what kind o f  moathly statements would be 

useful. Ottawa1for example, produces a monthly statement, a very aggregated thing. Says we 
took in so much money this month and we spent so much money this month, and the result is 
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(MR. ANDERSON cont'd) . . . . .  that our surplus for the month or our deficit for the month, 
or our surplus or deficit for the year to date is so and so. That cpmes out as a monthly 
release and is put in the aewspapers I believe. We get copies of the press releases all the time 
in our o.!'fice.  I don't know really what help it gives people, because unless you have a - just 
quote that terrible unemployment figure - "a seasonally adjusted figure" it doesn't mean too 
much. For instance, every government may be in surplus in the month of September but the 
big heavy payments are all going to flow in between S eptember and the end of March. So if your 
report looks as thou,sh you have a surplus at the end of September, the public may get the 
i mpress io:1 - good, you know, the government's wealthy, it 's going to do a lot of things for us. 
By the end of March all of the surplus has vanished along with, hopefully the snow, and you 
back down to those kind of figures you started the year out with, which represent perhaps a 
fairly close budgetary difference, either surplus or defic it .  So that we've been puzzled to know, 
we can throw out those aggregative things quite easily, but we are very curious to know what 
members would think about it and what the government itself would think about it, there's a lot 
of policy cons iderations in the desirability at all of having that kind of information public. 

MR . C HAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Anderso;1.  
MR . CRAJK: I think Mr. Cherniack said that one of the d ifficulties would be that you 

wouldn't have the next year's estimates of expenditure when you - you know it would be difficult. 
MR. ANDERSON: As far as Public Accounts are concerned, yes. 
MR . CRAIK: But Public Accounts that you are receiving really are related to your pre

v ious year's estimates ? 
MR . CHERNIACK: Yes. 
MR. CRAIK: So that if you followed, you know, even so mething along the Ontario system, 

as a start for presenting estimates of expenditure and actual, I thi nk that's really what your 
Public Accounts committee is  supposed to do. It's really a question I think of whether or not the 
detailed i nformation can be made available you know at the earlier date. I think I'd add on to 
that - you know, some of the large corporations which have budgets that are in excess of the 
province's budget do bring out an annual statement maybe six weeks after their year-end. I 
don't k11ow whether they have to go through or would go through, probably not, the detail that 
you have in the Public Accou."l.ts books here, but you know, they a1re dealing with budget total 
figures that are larger than Manitoba's budget. Maybe Mr. Anderson ,you would have a 
comment . . .  ? 

MR . ANDERSON : Well I'm sure those kind of reports that are referred to - Mr. Craik's 
referring to, are ones where you have the Asset and Liability statements and where you have 
the Profit and Loss or the Income and Expenditure statements with some indication of the 
reserve situation and what's happened to some of the main account s ,  but certainly not the detail 
that we have in here, where we show appropriation by appropriation the kinds of expenditures 
that we're making - fringe benefits and other costs $1. 50, other fees $109. 16, you know that 
just doesn't appear in the Corporation stuff. But what does appe:;tr, I agree with you completely, 
in corporate, those early corporate displaysJ are your asset and liability statements and your 
expenditure and then your operating statements, and it might be useful . 

MR . C H ERN IACK: Mr. Chai rman, I am just wondering - you know I' m looking now at 
that Ontario form and you can see that we do have the information that 's available to us now. 
I'm looking at page 1 of the Ontario form where it gives it almost the way we aow have it in our 
own, you can see that that apparently was not too difficult, but the information you have that is 
not contained in our estimates book are the 1972-73 actual and estimates, and that is what we 
do here in Public Accounts.  But in Ontario apparently, they can't give any more information 
than is here, s i mply it's obvious the 1973-74 year is not over yet - it's go ing to be another 
month and a half before the year itself ends, and then of course, , it's got to take say six weeks 
or I don't know how long it takes to produce it. So I don't really s ee how we can do more than 
that, than is on that page. We already do exactly that only now We have one s ection under 
Est imates and o:1e under Public Accounts. What Ontario has done is to combine the two. This 
is  information. But I know that some members when they sit discuss ing Esti mates have a 
Public Accomts book in their hand, and if they do that, if they have both books in their hands 
during Esti mates debate then they have all the detail of the information Ontar io has. You know, 
so I don't think there is anything magic that has been produced, it's just made handier. I just 
don't think it helps us that much. 

MR. CRAJK: Well the other problem you have with government is that branches get 
shifted in departments. 
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MR. CHERNIACK: Yes . 
1fR . CRAIK: That's the worst thing to try and follow through. 
MR . CHERNIACK: That's why they have this reconciliation statement oa the next page, 

where they show all the shifting. 
1fR . CRAIK: But if we did have, you know, like their statement of what they plan on the 

actual, and could compare that, it's easier to compare what they've projected and what they 
actually did, than it is to compare what they did with what they're going to do next year, be
cause there might have been a branch shifted into another department in the interim. 

1iR . CHERNIACK: Yes, but you know I really think that comes out in the Estimates 
debate I think when the 1iinister is there. You know, I really have a bit of a cynical feeling 
that I think that all the information is in our House and is usually gotten out, and this much of 
discussion I had with 1fr. Ziprick where he s aid he'd like to know more, and I s aid why don't 
you read the Hansard,you'll find out, because usually it comes out anyway. But we can't start 
that debate at 12: 30, I don't suppose. 

1fR . CRAIK: Well I think your suggestion of doing some of the work in committee has 
some merit, I think we generally, you know this is an individual comment just from going through 
this, I don't think you should1for instance, take the 1finister's salary and treat it in committee, 
becaus e it •s  a more all encompassing debate and the detail examination I think probably could be 
done in committee more effectively than it  is in the Chamber. 

1fR. C HERNIACK: You mean - oh, oh I see what you mean. You mean something like 
if I may, 1fr. Chai rman, I know it's adjournment ti me, but I'd love if we could spend a few 
more minutes on this.  Are you visualizing something like going out of the House to deal with 
everything but the salary and then going back in the House and debating salary in the House? 

1iR.  CRAIK: Yes, that 's  what I . . .  
MR. CHERNIACK: You know, I kinda l ike that, I never thought of that. What that would 

then do, I think we'd have to do something about the concurrence stage. R ight now we have too 
much duplication, in my opinion, and I think that if we had an understanding that we deal with 
everything but salary in committee and then we go back and report, not in committee but to the 
House, on those resolutions in a department plus the salary and then as if it were a concurrence 
debate, debate the salary in the House. If that 's the kind of thing you're thinking about, it 
sounds useful to me. 

1fR . CRAIK: Well those details,  I think your House Committee, Rules Committee, would 
want to look at. But from the point of view only of getting at the details of the estimates, I think 
it can be done better in a more informal s etting. 

1iR.  CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cherniack. 
1fR . CHERNIACK: One other thing. 1fr. Anderson has shown me the Federal Govern

ment has produced this book, "How your tax dollar is spent".  It 's bilingual of course, so it's 
half the s i ze. And what they do is  a greater extension of what we show at the back, the 
Appendix of the Budget Speech. It does give quite an extensi ve breakdown on the moneys that 
are spent through government. In looking at it, you'd say well that's probably a propaganda 
p iece, and you know, maybe it is ,  I haven't read it, but it does contain a lot of information. 
We have enough copies, maybe - have we got enough for the whole Hous e ?  No, well maybe we 
should distribute them to members of the Committee at least. And again committee might be 
interested in s eeing whether this would oe a us eful publication for distribution. 

1fR. CHAIRMAN: Any further comment. The hour of adjournment . . .  
MR. CHERNIACK: Mr. Chairman, I urtderstand now that we have yet to deal with the 

Auditor's Report. Now is Mr. lVlcGill going to want the transcript of today's information be
fore we deal with the Auditor's Report ? 

MR . McGILL: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
MR. CHERNIACK: Well I will sp eak to him; maybe, Mr. Chairman, you should speak 

to the . . .  Well but now, could we, possibly if the report isn't ready, could we deal with 
Public Accounts if we have - you know if the report isn't ready and a morning is available ?  
You krtow I really don't know that I care very much if we deal with Public A ccounts but if com
mittee cares, then we've got to get to work on it eventually. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Spivak. 
MR. CHERNIACK: May I conclude this question. Would committee agree to deal with 

Public Accourtts meeting even if the transcripts aren't ready? Really the transcripts - we have 
not discussed anything really that involves the routine revi ew. You krtow, I'd just as soon not 
meet, so it 's okay with me. 
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MR . C HAIRMAN: Mr. Sp ivak. 
MR. SPIVAK: Mr. Chairman, I 'm really surprised at the Minister of Finance when he 

suggested you know, that the committee should meet or if not, and so following what he would 
like. The fact is, Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, thi s committee is to review Public 
Accounts and to deal with the Audito r's Report. Now it may take five meetings, it may take 
ten meetings, it may take twenty meetings to deal with the Auditor's Report and I don't think 
that we are limited or should be l imited with the scope. 

The nature of the auditor' s work . . .  -- (Interj ection) --Well, Mr. Chai rman, you know, 
I'm just flabbergasted, any suggestion that maybe we shouldn't deal with this or maybe it's not 
being conducted s atisfactorily to the Minister. The fact is . . .  

MR. CHERNIACK: On a matter of privilege. There are members of the C o!lservative 
Party present today, who heard what I said, not the leader who walked in from behind. 

MR. SPIVAK: On a point of order, Mr. Chai rman, on a point of order Mr. Chairman. 
MR. CHERNIACK: On my matter of privilege • . . 

1 

MR. SPIVAK: On a point of privilege, you indicated . . .  
MR. CHERNIACK: I' m still on the privilege, and I'll finish , right away. I leave it to the 

members of the Conservative Party and Mr. Chairman you present, if he i s  correctly inter
preting anything I said, and I say not at all. 

MR. SPIVAK: Mr. Chai rman, just on a point of privilege, I was in back and I heard the 
remarks of the Minister. I must s ay, I think I am interpreting correctly and I guess that's 
always a subject to debate. And having s aid that, this committee , is to scrutinize the Public 
Accounts of the province and to deal with the Auditor' s  Report and it--well, Mr. Chairman, for 
the benefit of the Minister of the Public Insurance Corporatio:J., I think we are getting on with 
the job. I think that we'll require much more time than the gover!J.ment may want this com
mittee to deal with on the matters , and I think that we still requi r� a very extensive discussion 
allowing the Auditor to speak so that we'd have an opportunity to be able to understand fully the 
scope and nature of the suggestions that he listed in his report and to be in a position to be able 
to guide him so that the people's interest will be protected, and that's our responsibility. 

MR. CHERNIACK: That's right, and Mr. McGill prevented it from going on today and I 
agreed with him, but he is the one who objected to it going 0:1 today, because a transcript wasn't 
available. If you were here you would have known what went on. 

MR. SPIV AK: Well, Mr. Chairman, as far as transcripts are concerned, my understand
ing from what has happened with the normal Hansard, that 's  a matter of a day or two and that's 
all. 

MR . CHERNIACK: So why don't you tell your own colleagues. 
MR. SPIVAK: Then why doesn't the government . . .  
MR. CHAIRMAN: The hour of adjournment has arrived. Committee rise. 




